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Durant Freed

93 Clinton says there was no deal cut with Aidid
By KIMBERLY A.C. WILSON
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton said today "there
was no deal," made with Somali
warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid
to secure the release of Army
pilot Michael Durant in Somalia.
He said it was "up to the United
Nations" to decide whether to
release 32 Somalis in return.
Durant was released in Mogadishu after being held nearly two
weeks by Aidid's forces. "We've
got him," Pentagon spokesman
Lt. Cmdr. Joe Gradisher said.
Clinton said the U.S. experience in Somalia would "make
me more cautious about having
any Americans in a peacekeeping
role when there was any ambiguity at all."
The president insisted that "we
made no deals to secure the
release of Chief Warrant Officer
Durant."
Clinton said it was a United

r-

dishu, but "that is not our
As for what happens next, he
mission."
maintain
to
have
we
"Now
said,
One Pentagon official said
our commitment to finishing the
was being taken to a hosDurant
job we started."
pital for medical tests but "looks
The United States sent troops
pretty good."
to Somalia last December to
A White House official, while
restore order and alleviate mass
the reports were not
stressing
starvation. By January, more than
confirmed, said he understood
25,000 U.S. troops were in the
area. The force was later reduced, that Durant had a broken leg and
but after the killing of 18 Ameri- "a bad back."
The White House said the
can troops in a firelight on Oct.
States did not promise
United
he
was
3, Clinton announced
Aidid anything in return for Dursending more than 1,000 addiant's release. "There was no deal
tional soldiers.
here," said a White House offiClinton said it would be up to
who spoke on condition of
cial
Somalis to reestablish a viable
"There are no quid
anonymity.
to
have
"we
but
government,
pro quos."
give them enough time to have a
Clinton heard about Durant's
chance to do that, to have a
release between 6 a.m. and 7 a.m.
chance not to sec the situation
while getting ready for the jog. A
revert to what it was."
military aide, who had just gotten
Clinton said the United States
word from the White House
the
was not in Somalia "to prove we
situation room, told the president.
can win a military battle." He
White House spokeswoman
added that there was no doubt the
to
ability
the
has
United States
wipe out Aidid's forces in Moga- • See Page 2

Nations decision whether to
release 32 Aidid aides captured
by U.N. forces. Their release was
a condition demanded by Aidid
while Durant was being held.
Asked whether he still wanted
Aidid's arrest, the president indicated some flexibility, saying that
a U.N. resolution had called for
the general's capture "and we
ought to pursue it, (but) there
may be other ways to do it and
I'm open to that."
Clinton said he had spoken to
Durant's wife as well as U.S.
special envoy Robert Oakley.
He said Mrs. Durant has had
"an extended conversation with
her husband." He said Durant
would be flown to Germany for
medical care.
Clinton called the release of
Durant one of the "hopeful
actions" he said indicated U.S.
policy in Somalia was "moving
in the right direction and making
progress."

Wife to fly to Durant's side
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — Michael Durant's wife will
fly to her husband's side today or "as soon as arrangements
can be made," the mother of the just-released U.S. helicopter
pilot said today.
Durant, 32, was released today by his Somali captors and a
videotape of the handover to U.S. officials was shown on the
Cable News Network.
"I mean I'm ecstatic. He looked so good. It's so great."
Durant's mother Louise told The Associated Press by telephone.
Louise Durant said she and her husband, Leon. would_ care
for their 1-year-old grandchild Joey while Lorne Durant joins
her husband in a U.S. military hospital in Germany.
Durant flew for the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, an Army unit known as the "Night Stalkers," a group
of helicopter pilots cloaked in secrecy and known for its heroism. He was based at Fort Campbell, Ky.
Durant's mother said they also would join Michael Durant
"if he is there more than 48 hours due to his injuries. Right
now, we're here for the baby."
She said she had to get off the phone because the family
was expecting a call .from the White House.
A Fort Campbell, Ky., spokesman said Durant's wife could
fly to her husband's side as early as today.

On The Job:
Myriad of duties face administrators
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
While the City of Murray
spends almost SI million of its
S12 million budget on administrative and support staff salaries,
Mayor Bill Cherry said salaries
art- in line with workloads.
Those job titles range from
secretaries and administrative
assistants to department heads, as
well as the city's chief
administrator.
Cherry said as the community
continues to expand, the city will
have to keep up.
Murray has been experiencing

approximately a 4 percent growth
rate for the past few years. Cherry. said he thinks that trend will
continue.
Currently, the city has been
able to absorb the growth by
adding more responsibility to
each job title. A higher salary
often acLompanies more
responsibilities.
For example, Cherry said the
ty manager handles both the
utilities and general fund. Most
city managers are in charge of
general fund operations only.
Other department heads and
administrators handle more husi-

ness within a wider range than in
other communities.
The city's support staff, which
includes secretaries and rcceptionisK has a full workload every
day, said Gail Mullins, administrative assistant to the mayor.
For example, three people who
v.ork in the utilities and public
works division process more than
1,(XX) work orders every month.
"I don't even have a secretary," Cherry said.
With the large capital expenditures the city has faced the past
III See Page 2

Minorities make up 19 % of workforce
AMY WILSON/Lodger I Times glob

Calloway County Middle School students Heather Bebber, Crystal KIssack and Tessa Cothran examine
information they have gathered for a calendar they are putting together that will feature the old schools of
Calloway County.

Students seeking info on county schools
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
While many students are
learning about national and
international history, three Calloway County Middle School
eighth graders are learning
about something a little closer
to home.
As part of a project in David

However, the students are
seeking help from the public.
"We are looking for information about the last graduating
class from each school, old
newspaper articles and especially photos," Bebber said.
When the students complete
their research, they plan to crc-

Foley's enrichment class, Tessa
Cothran, Crystal Kissack and
Heather Bebber are searching
for information about the 79
schools in Calloway County.
"We've gone to the MurrayCalloway County Public
Library to search for information and we plan to go to Pogue
Library," Cothran said.

See Page 3

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Despite the fact that blacks and
women make up only 19 percent
of the city's workforce, Mayor
Bill Cherry said race and gender
are taken into consideration when
Of the 163 people employed by
the City of Murray, 13 of those
are black and 18 are women.
Mayor Bill Cherry said the city
does not use any type of quota
system.
"However, if we have minorities and women (who apply for a
job) and they meet the criteria,
it's hard not to show favoritism,"
he said.

Those positions have not been
Gail Mullins, administrative
filled yet.
assisunt to the mayor, said the
The city's personnel list
city does not actively seek minorreflects most of its employees are
ities to hire.
white males.
"We make it an open door polThe city does not have a
icy for whoever wants to apply.
We -don't discourage anyone," department supervisor who is
considered a minority. According
she said.
to Cherry, the city classifies
The only policy the city has in
women and blacks as minorities.
hiring is that an individual not
Currently, the city clerk and
have a felony conviction.
Although relatively few minor- deputy clerk are women. In all,
ities are employed by the City of there are four women in adminiMurray, Cherry said one reason is strative assistant positions with
the city.
because very few blacks apply
for jobs.
Additionally, both the head of
During a recent published
the Housing Authority and the
request for applications, Cherry
said one applicant was black. • See Page 2

MSU, other regionals have huge economic impact on state
A study by three University of
Kentucky economists released
today reveals that the state's
eight public universities have an
economic impact on the state
each year in the billions of
dollars.
Futhcrmore, the studies
showed that the state's investment in higher education also
makes it possible for Kentuckians
to earn more money in their lifetime than they would have without an opportunity to attend
college.
Details of the study were

released in a news conference
today sponsored by the Kentucky
Advocates for Higher Education,
an independent group of business,
industrial and civic lesde.rs from
throughout the state who are
committed to the advancement of
higher education.
UK economist Charles F. Haywood, Mark C. Berger and Dan
A. Black said their two studies
show that Kentucky's eight public universities have substantial
"multiplier effects," making for
higher levels of income and
employment than would exist

MEETINGS
• Murray School Board will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m at the superintendent's office.
III Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.
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without them in the state.
Haywood, director of the UK
Center for Business and Economic Research, used data from the
1991-92 fiscal year for his study,
the latest data available.
He said it showed that for
every dollar Kentuckians put into
support of higher education in
that year, they received back
S3.40 of total spending in Kentucky economy.
In the 1991-92 fiscal year, the
5672 million of state appropriations to the public institutions stimulated 52.29 billion in total

The Berger-Black study which
Haywood called "unique...and
innovative," is an effort to estimate the "human capital" value
of public higher education in
Kentucky.
Berger and Black, using 1990
U.S. Census data, said they found
higher education substantially
increases a person's lifetime
earnings.
For example, the economists
said. a 30-year-old male in Kentucky would be predicted to earn
S16,500 a year with a high school
diploma compared to S26,100 a

STAR11NG
GAM

The Philadelphia PhiNes are headed
to the World Series — the first time since
1983 — after defeating the Atlanta
Braces 6-3 to win the M. playoff series
4-2.
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year with a bachelor's degree.
Just one year of higher education for all people attending a
Kentucky public university or
college added S8.52 billion to
their "human capital value,"
which is their collective lifetime
earnings. For this, Berger and
Black said the state invested only
S672 million.
For all the people going back
to college in Kentucky for four
years,.state support came to $2.54
billion. But the "pay-back" to all

BRIEFLY...

SPORTS

INSIDE
• Economists
debate how much
of an instant,
positive impact
casinos have on
communities.
Atlantic City is
Exhibit A.

public and private spending in
Kentucky, Haywood said.
The Haywood study also
shows that in fiscal year 1991-92,
total employment in Kentucky
was 67,862 greater than it would
otherwise have been without the
state's support of the public
universities.
"Wages and salaries throughout the state were S1.56 billion
greater than they would have
been in the absence of the state
support for the public universities
and community colleges," Haywood said.

KENTUCKY.....355.7/65'
355.8/6C
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REPORTS

Johnstone to take semi-retirement
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge best known for
negotiating an agreement on
improved prison conditions
announced on the 16th anniversary of his swearing-in that he
will take semi-retirement later
this month.
Saying "change must come,"
U.S. District Judge Edward H.
Johnstone said Wednesday during
a speech in Paducah he will take
senior status on Oct. 22.
Afterward, Johnstone was surrounded by lawyers waiting to
embrace him or shake the hand of
a judge known as an advocate of
defendants' rights and an outspoken critic of abuses of the court
system.
"He's one of the fairest judges
we've ever had in the commonwealth," said Michael Troop,
U.S. attorney for the Western

District of Kentucky, who was
among many friends and wellwishers attending the meeting of
the Federal Bar Association.
Johnstone, 71, said he intends
to work full time until a successor is appointed to the vacancy
his semi-retirement creates. It
will be the first time in 16 years
Democrats will control the
appointment of a full-time federal
judge in Kentucky's Western
District.
President Clinton recently
appointed Lexington lawyer Jennifer Coffman to a federal judgeship in the Eastern District, but
under a longstanding arrangement
she will carry a part-time load of
Western District cases.
A recommendation to Clinton
on Johnstone's successor would
come from U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford.

be widespread interest in the job
and said be hopes the nominee
will be someone who lives and
works in western Kentucky.
Johnstone, who lives in Princeton, is the only one of the Western District's four full-time
judges living outside Louisville,
although the court has divisions
in Givensboro and Bowling
Green as well as Louisville and
Paducah.
"1 hope it's someone who has
the same feel for this area as
Judge Johnstone does," Sheffer
said.
Johnstone said he plans to
spend more time with his wife.
four children and five grandchildren and to offer his services
speaking to young children about
the law and the Constitution —
especially children at risk of
becoming juvenile offenders.

Johnstone is best known for
getting Kentucky state prison
inmates and the Corrections
Department in the 198(a to enter
an agreement under the court's
supervision that spells out
improvements in prison
conditions.
Ford issued a glowing statement Wednesday praising Johnstone's years as judge since his
1977 appointment by thenPresident Jimmy Caner.
"All of Kentucky has benefited from his no-nonsense
approach, and the justice system
is better for his having served,"
Ford said.
Ford wouldn't say whom he
might recommend as a replacement, saying that would be up to
the president to announce.
Henderson lawyer Ronald G.
Sheffer said he expects there will

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Oct. //
*Phillip Mcleod, 26, Benton, was served a Marshall County
warrant charging him with contempt of court.
*Aaron Wilkerson, 19, North Seventh Street, was served a
Marshall County warrant charging him with second-degree
forgery. Wilkerson is Currently lodged in the Calloway County
Jail on Other charges.
'James Lee Duckett, 35, Rt. 5 Murray, was served a Henry
County warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice.
bond.
He is to be held without
RA
Oct. 13
'Samuel Walters, 34, Rt 1 Hazel, was arrested and
charged with fourth-degree assault following a domestic
dispute.

•
MSU...
FROM PAGE 1

were being released as the kickto a public information progoff
was
these people and the state
ram
to help inform Kentuckians
$32.7 billion.
J. Dan Lacy, chairman of the of the value they receive from
Kentucky Advocates for Higher increased support of higher
Education, said the new studies education.

•Minorities...
•Durant...
FROM PAGE 1
Dee Dec Myers said she did not
know the status of Aidid forces
who have been captured and held
by United Nations forces. Asked
if the U.S. would support the
release of Aidid's forces, she
said, "We don't have anything
on that right now."
She also did not rule out military action to capture the warlord,
but said the United States is more
concerned now with stabilizing
the nation's political structure.
"Our position on that has not
changed," she said. "If the

— Murray
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opportunity presents itself, we
would still capture Aidid."
The release of Durant is "most
heartening" and the Pentagon is
working to get some of his family
members to Germany to greet
him upon his arrival from Somalia, Defense Secretary Les Aspin
said.
The Pentagon said that Durant,
a 32-year-old Blackhawk helicopter pilot, was initially turned over
to representatives of the Red
Cross, who took him to the
Swedish Hospital in Mogadishu.
He was then transferred under
Army Ranger escort to a military
hospital at the U.S. Embassy
compound in Mogadishu, and is
expected to be flown later to the
Landstuhl Army Medical Center
in Germany.
The release of Durant ended
nearly two weeks in captivity. He
was captured when his helicopter
went down during a fight in
Mogadishu on Oct. 3 that left up
to 18 other Americans dead and
scores injured.
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"We can do more to make
newcomers feel welcome," Reed
said.
Transit Authority are women.
He said many minorities leave
In Cherry's opinion, the city
and move to a place with
in
Murray
women
many
as
have
not
'does
a larger black population.
non-administrative roles as other
"Most leave because it's hard
area employers.
to get a comparable salary here,"
"We are weak with women in
he said. "I'd feel like I'd be
lower positions," Cherry said.
untruthful if I said we weren't a
Blacks, on the other hand, fill
prejudiced society."
more of the city's non administrative roles.
Reed said not only city governHowever, one of the fire
ment, but also restaurants, departdepartment's three assistant ment stores, public schools and
chiefs is black. Another captain financial institutions inadequately
and three firefighters are black. represent Murray's black
There are three black patrol- population.
men with the city police depart"It's difficult for anyone to
ment. One black man is employ- understand who hasn't been
ed in utilities, three in sanitation there," he said.
and one at the transfer station.
Although 7.9 percent of the
Mullins said one reason there city's employees are black, Reed
are no minorities in upper- would not comment specifically
management positions is because on the city's personnel standards.
many of the blacks currently
"I feel like the people who are
employed by the city do not have employed by the city should
college degrees, which are make those comments," he said.
required for most upper-level
Yet, Reed said he thinks the
jobs.
city can do - better.
The city has a program to help
"I don't feel like we're asking
pay for its employees' college for anything. This is something
we deserve," he said.
educations-.
Eugene Reed, president of the
The city may be hiring addilocal National Association for the tional personnel in the next two
Advancement of Colored People years. Cherry said the city will
chapter, said the city, like other attempt to annex more property
employers is lacking in hiring of in January 1995. With the
growth, the city will have to
minorities.
He said even though Murray expand services.
"We will have to add employhas a smaller black community
than other areas, that factor ees," Cherry said. "However, we
should not be a deterrent.
will also increase revenue."
FROM PAGE 1
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AMY WILSON/Ledgfif a Times photo

Mayor Bill Cherry and County Judge/Executive George Weeks sign a
proclamation designating Oct. 23 as Make A Difference Day, which Is a
day when residents are urged to support the efforts of the Calloway
County schools. Also pictured are Donna Herndon, coordinator of the
Family Resource Center, and Kathie Gentry, chairman of the Family
Resource Center Advisory Council.

Lions Radio Auction continues
tonight on local radio stations
The radio waves were full of
Lions Radio Auction last night as
the annual event continued for
the second of three evenings. It
continues tonight from 6 to 9
p.m. on WBLN, WSJP and
WNBS.
The Radio Auction is an annual fundraising event of the Murray Lions Club. All funds collected as a result of the auction
are used to support vision programs within the local area.
These programs support per-

Sugar
Britches
Is Coming
To Murray.
Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

)bur
n411 Sauce
I Pharmacy
I And Morel
(

Ga)

sons who have need of glasses,
vision care and diabetes support.
Merchants from all over Calloway County have donated a large
number of valuable items for use
within the auction. Persons hearing about items which they desire
to bid for may call 753-2400 to
post their bid. Persons will be
told of the highest bid and may
then choose to call back to place
an updated offer.
Help those in need by calling
in those pledges at 753-2400.

Miss your paper?
Subscribers

who

have

not

their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and -ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturd3y.
received

•15% Cash Discount on
all prescriptions
YR=
PRERCRIPITO
'Computerized Records
DELIVERY
•PCS •Mediment
•BC-BS •Paid State Aid
'Health & Beauty Items
•Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-5 Sat.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph,

109 8, 4th St.

753-1482

There's Only One Way
You Can Add This Santa
To Your Collection.
Model
IDB-100PW

•Duties...
FROM PAGE 1
few years, Cherry said everyone
has tried to keep other expenditures lean.
The city has made numerous
improvements and additions to its
infrastructure.
For instance, the widening of
Chestnut Street, improvements to
the waste water plant and the
construction and operation of the
transfer station have all been
large, capital improvements.
Mullins said the city will also
be hit with the cost of complying
with the American Disabilities
Act. According to the law, the
city must be in full compliance
by January 1995.
Mullins said the present city
hall will have to undergo major
structural renovations in order to
comply with the ADA.
Several job positions were left
vacant during fiscal year
1992-93. Cherry said in most
instances, there was no rush to
hire anyone.
"Our department heads have
been very efficient and they just
don't run over budget," Cherry
said.
It is the city's procedure to
advertise a job opening in-house
for five days. After that, a job
will be advertised to the public.
Cherry said he thinks the city's
pay scale is competitive with

other public businesses such as
Murray State. University, as well
as some private industries.
"The big thing is that we have
an outstanding health care program," Cherry said.
The city is self-insured and
pays most benefits to an employee and his family.
"We don't lose many employees with our work environment,
pay and health coverage," Cherry
said.
Currently, the city has 163
full-time employees. Mayfield,
which has approximately 5,000
less people, has 167 full-time
employees, according to a 1991
survey conducted by the Kentucky League of Cities.
Other cities of comparable size
include Danville — 104; Georgetown — 178; Madisonville —
294; and Elizabethtown — 229.
While more tax revenue may
be forthcoming in 1995, Cherry
said he does not want to rely on
property taxes for additional
funding.
The city spends approximately
S2 million on salaries for nonadministrative employees.
"I would like to see a local
sales tax," he said.
Cherry said he thinks a local
tax would generate more revenue
and would be easier to collect
than higher property taxes.

FOR SALE By OWNER

Come Visit Our Store And Join The Santa Claus
NetworkT" From Possible Dreams.'
Through July, 1994 new members get this
Clothtique Santa,"Special Delivery," free
for joining! Plus:

Only $248
•Powerlul 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles - from Heavy Sod to Rinse & Dry
-Energy-saving Air Dry Oplion
Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks
'
Available in white
'

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
753-1713
Court Square - Murray

•Quarterly Newsletters
SCN Membership Card
▪
.A Collector's Guidebook depicting current and retired Clothtique
Santos.
-Opportunity to buy an exclusive members-only Santa.
•And much more...

0*
41011
HoffmantTy,

Layaways Welcome
759-4512
94
East a Murray
Hwy.
Moo.-Fri. 8-5, Sot 8-1, Soo 1-1

This specious family hornsfeatures 4 bodroorns.3,4baths,with open,
with their tr.vn

light & airy interior—children could have upstairs level
study & den. Storage and closet space galore!

The hom• is situated on a rocs landscaped lot in Southwest Villa with
adjacent lot available, if desired Back yard fenced for small children Or
pets.

For further Information, Call 7534755.
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Economist says casinos won't bring instant economic jackpot

unty
Commission.
Advance motor-coach bookings
also were up, as were inquines
about the area to the state Department of Travel Development,
Wiley told legislators in June.
On the other hand, local
restaurateurs reported no increase
in business and some believed
they actually lost diners to the
casino boat, she said.
There was no such uncertainty
at Bluegrass Downs, a local thoroughbred track. Receipts from
wagering on live and televised
races "took a devastating turn for
the worse," General Manager
Harold Weaver said.

EDITOR'S NOTE — This is
the third installment in a five-part
senes on the prospects for casino
gambling in Kentucky.
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
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III Students...
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FROM PAGE 1
ate a calendar featuring old
schools from the Calloway
County area.
"I think it will be fun to put
the information together," Kissack said.
The students have been working for about a month on the
project. Although they are interested in all of the old schools in
the county, of primary interest
are Chunn, Lynn Grove, Liberty, Center Ridge, Paschall,
Overcast, Concord, Spring
Creek, Shady Hill, Oak Level,
Hickory Grove Ind Broach
schools.
Anyone having any information about these schools is
urged to call CCMS at
753-4182. All information and
pictures will be returned to the
owners.
"We are planning to make a
two-year calendar that will
include extra pages for photo
collages," Cothran said.
The students will make 500
copies of the calendar and sell
them.
"People will remember these
schools and the calendar will
bring back a lot of memories,"
Bebber said.
Another feature of the calendar is that it will include the
birthdays of all currently
enrolled CCMS students.
The only drawback is the difficulty the students have experienced in finding old photos.
"We've called several people,
but some of them don't have
information or they used to
have it before their house
burned," Bebber said.
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CHERI THEATRES
1008 Chestnut
Murray, KY
753-3314
Dessolition Nan (R)
1:30 3:45 7:05 C25
Cool

Runnings (PG)

1:30 3:30 7:10 9:10

?tr.

The Good Son (R)
1:30 7715

Malice (R)
th open,
eir own

93 340 710 020

Bargain Matinee's
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2..50

iPa with
Idren or

Prime lake front property. Call 753-1222 today to see this
great 4 BR,3 BA lakefront home with a lovely view from any
room, wraparound deck or poolside. Beautifully maintained
Priced at $185,000.

1

Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

753-1222

711 Main St.
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We Mean
BUSINESS!

Great Pumpkin
Gi

Just For Coming, We'll Furnish
Your Halloween Pumpkin FREE!
'Limit One Per Family Please.

ve-A-Way!

All Inventory Not Making Our 1994 Line Up,
Has To Co And Co Now!

Broyhill

arvalse
GaiEty®

Hurry, Most Items One Of A Kind!

Store ,Wide Savings
Cf I 2hi e And More!
Plus *No Payment

til Next Year
Nothing in Interest,
Nothing in Payments,
Nothing Iii
Spring 1994.
Sofa &
Loveseat
As Low As

$599
Recliners
Brand Names
As Low As

$188

*Not One Penny In Payments
Not One Penny In Interest
Nothing Til Spring 1994.
10% deposit.
with minimum purchase of $399 and approved credit. Special Interest Offer does not apply to previous purchases and

Here Tomorrow To Service What We Sell Today!
STORE HOURS - MON. - THURS. 900-6.00 - FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 8 00 - SAT 9 00-5.00

Design
Assistance
Available
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DIvielon of KfillerWiggine Furniture. Inc

Paducah, Ky. (off Ky. Ave.
451 S. 16th Across From
442-4455 Rellre•ti Shop)

1-800-788-6224

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *

5.

National Guard Armory

KOPPERUD REALTY

J

rniture... Benton

II:00

Claitant

• 14 Games — $100 Each
i50) Number Call
liPt.e10
• $500 Jackpot
..1121:3040
One Number and Sim added to jackpot each uvult
• Letter 111" — 30 Numbers or I.ess Pays $9$00! lidt4Pctie
(consolation Prize ltri. of 11- Jackpot, minimum Slum
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60'4, 75'4 and

Frit

1:30 3:40 7:10 0:20
3:15

$2,800 Letter II Jackpot!!!

Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah A ** Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *
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dering states — Missouri, Illinois
and Indiana — legalized it.
But the debate is theoretical at
this point: there is little by which
to judge.
The arrival of a Players International 'casino boat at Nletropolis, III., brought boom days to
some businesses in neighboring
Paducah and McCracken County
and near-bust to others.
In April, a month after the
boat's debut, motel room rentals
wcrc up 42 percent from the previous year, said Me Mc Wiley,
director -of the Paducah McCracken County Tourist
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"It is a real threat to the racing
industry in this state, given that
... we're going to be surrounded
by it," he told the General
Assembly's interim joint Busi-
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Governments beguiled by dreams
of instant jackpots from casinos
are in for a rude awakening. But
with patience comes a payoff, an
economist suggests.
"Casinos raise very little
immediate tax revenue for the
state, city or county," said Russ
Ray, a professor of finance at the
University of Louisville. "But
they do have a good economic
impact, the same as if any other
industry came to town."
A casino in town means a new
payroll, spent locally by employees who live there. Casinos also
draw people from out of town,
which means extra customers at
local restaurants and motels, Ray
said.
Casino opponents, of course,
disagree.
Claude Witt, executive director
of the Temperance League of
Kentucky, said he doubted Kentucky's overall economy would
benefit if casino or riverboat
gambling were legalized.
"The major portion of revenue
goes into the profit structure of
the corporation that holds the
facility," Witt said.
For Witt and other casino
opponents, Atlantic City, NI, is
Exhibit A.
In that timeworn resort, casinos
glitter along the Boardwalk
against the stark backdrop of a
devastated inner city.
The argument about whether
Kentucky or its cities could
expect better from a gaming
industry has intensified since bor-
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researcher said she believed casinos could complement racing in
Kentucky, if located at racetracks, as some have proposed.
But their economic effect
would depend ultimately on how
many tourists they attracted to
Kentucky and how many Kentucky gamblers they kept at
home, she said.
"If other states have casinos
and Kentucky doesn't, we will
see people going to those states
to casinos and spending their

uomat

unty

money there," said Carol Straus,
senior research associate at UK's
Center for Business and Economic Research.
But casinos in Kentucky would
have to be well packaged. Straus
said.
"If it has a kind of resort
atmosphere or some strong draw
other than just a gambling opportunity, then it would have potential as a significant tourist attraction," Straus said.
"If it's just gambling and dinner, it's more likely to be a local
entertainment enterprise, and economic impact would he
minimal."

eanped

jree

ness Organizations and Professions Committee.
A University of Kentucky

The combination of casinos
and a Male lottery drained money
from thoroughbred and harness
tracks in New Jersey, according
to an exhaustive study by Richard
Thalheimer for the University of
Louisville's Department of
Equine Administration.
Casinos are a "substitute product" for gamblers and serious
competition for racing, Thalheimer said.
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EDITORIAL

Hogancamp work
at Murray State a
true labor of love
few people can legitimately lay claim to
having been a significant factor in the growth and
development, and consequently the excellence, of
Murray State University.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp was one of them. But
nobody was likely to hear that from him. It simply
wasn't the way of the Carlisle County native who
served his alma mater some 37 years.
His death Monday deprived Murray State, where
he graduated in 1946 and later served as faculty
member, chairman, dean, vice president and executive director of the MSU Foundation, of one of its
most loyal alumni and advocates.
His was one of the really inspiring stories of
what a regional university is all about. Murray State
to him as a young man represented an opportunity
for higher education that would have otherwise
been much more difficult.
To his credit, Dr. Hogancamp made the absolute
most of it. He worked hard both inside and outside
the classroom to earn his degree — and the evidence of his gratitude for the opportunity was
never-ending.
Through the years he declined opportunities to
leave Murray State and the Murray community.
Instead, his life became more and more inseparably
intertwined with both.
His hand was an early and a vital force in the
development of the College of Business and Public
Affairs, which is recognized widely today for the
quality of its programs and the success of its
graduates.
Dr. Hogancamp gained a reputation as a man of
high character and a ruling sense of fair play. He
was willing to listen to others and to consider their
opinions in the decision-making process.
But the testimony of his friends and colleagues
turns most quickly to his devotion to Murray State,
where he spent his entire working life.
In his quiet way, he demonstrated the same dedication to his family, his church and the community
where he served in a variety of ways.
He lived an old-fashioned lesson that all of us
would do well to emulate: To work hard and honorably and to be ever grateful for every opportunity
to succeed and to serve — quite a legacy.
We extend our heartfelt condolences to his wife
Helen, his son and daughter, Ben and Rebecca, and
others in the family. We hope they find some comfort in knowing how much he contributed.
Very

FROM OUR READERS
Seeking pen pal from late 1940s
Dear Editor:
I am trying to locate an old pen pal of mine from the 1945-1950
period. Her name was Ilene Taylor, and she would have graduated in
the late '40s and should now be in her early 60s.
I wrote to several high schools long ago, but got no answer. The
Chamber of Commerce sent me your address.
My name used to be Evalene Smith, of Route I, Box 20, Garland,
N.C. I lost contact with Ilene after I left home in 1950. I do not know
her parents' names.
Is there anything that you or your readers can do to help me? It
would mean a lot to me to be able to re-establish contact with her. If
re-united, this would be a good human interest story, and I would be
most grateful!
Evalene Smith Hicks
12760-F St. James Place, Newport News, VA 23602

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writintl
eeyttera to the editor. We
print let iers on a variety of topics, provided
comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's athlress and telephone number included in ease verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Facts on the lack of a fax
I was surprised to learn Tuesday morning that First District
Congressman Tom Barlow held a
press conference in Paducah
Monday.
So what, you say.
The announcement he made is
a big "so what" for Calloway
County.
Barlow revealed that the chairman of the House committee in
charge of authorizing new interstate highways will introduce a
bill that will send 1-69 from Henderson to Paducah and 1-66
through the Jackson Purchase
towns of Hopkinsville. Benton
and Paducah.
For several years, local officials have been lobbying for an
interstate to come through, or at
least very close to, Calloway
County.
My surprise at Barlow does not
conic from his endorsement of a
route but that he did not notify
the Ledger of the press conference or at least send me a lengthy
packet of information about his
position.
Barlow, along with most politicians and government agencies, is
in love with fax machines.
These guys know how to use a
fax machine to their advantage.
However, no one has the market
cornered more than state governmental agencies. Brereton Jones
is the fax king.
Since Barlow took office, 1
have been impressed by the way

he keeps in touch with the media.
He is almost guilty of overinforming us.
Barlow's office has sent me
everything from copies of the
Congressional Record to news
articles from the Washington Post
covering such topics as the
budget debate and health care
reform.
I'm not complaining. The
back-up information is helpful.
Why then did the wheels on
my fax machine not begin whirling about Barlow's announcement in Paducah'?
Could it be that Barlow knew
Calloway residents would not
favor his endorsed route for I-69'?
It surprises me that Barlow's
office staff decided to be selective about the information
released. It doesn't seem to fit
Barlow's style or theirs.
Whenever Barlow has crossed
over the First District line, I've
received an announcement. That
includes his participation in a
Madisonville parade to a ribboncutting ceremony in Paducah.

Access to Barlow has never
been a problem.
In fact,.once I had learned of
Barlow's announcement Monday
from area media reports. it wasn't
hard for Stacey Crook to reach
him by telephone for an
interview.
Early Thursday morning, I
learned from The Paducah Sun
that the legislation has been
introduced to amend the transportation act to include routes for
1-66 and 1-69.
1-69 will be a north-south route
from Michigan to Texas and 1-66
will run east and west from
Washington, D.C., to California.
In the First District, the proposal calls for 1-69 to cross the
river at Henderson and hit Union,
Crittenden, Livingston, McCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman
and Fulton counties. The proposed 1-66 route is still vague,
with it entering Adair County and
exiting in Ballard County.
Of course, both these projects
are 10 to 20 years down the road,
so to speak. The routes could also

vary up to 10 miles from these
proposals.
Barlow said Monday that the
propersed routes were developed
through conversations with area
judge-executives and mayors. He
then passed that on to the bill's
sponsors.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not
against doing my own leg work
on a story.
It just makes me wonder if
Barlow's Washington fax
machine is broken? Or do we
receive information only on the
national issues and nothing when
there is Congressional action on
local issues?
The whole scenario reminds
me of the song from the television show "Hee Haw." The lyrics
are: "If it weren't for bad luck,
I'd have no luck at all."
In this case those words could
be changed to: "If it weren't for
good news, we'd get no news at
all."
FOOTNOTE: As I was
proofreading this column Thursday morning, Jo Burkeen handed
me a stack of the overnight copy
that had been faxed to our
machine.
You guessed it, there was a fax
from Barlow's office — two
pages outlining the proposed
legislation, the specific routes
and quotes from him about his
position.
It is great except for one thing.
It came three days too late.
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A sickening health care plan
Hillary Rodham Clinton's performance before five congressional
committees and on "Larry King
Live" to sell the Administration's
new health-care program was impressive, but it masked a Socialist
policy that even Russia is abandoning as outmoded and unworkable.
Too harsh a judgment? Consider
the definition of socialism and see if
it matches the intent of the Administration's health plan: "Any of
various economic and political
theories advocating collective or
governmental ownership and administration of the means of production and distribution of goods; a
system or condition of society in
which the means of production are
owned and controlled by the state."
The Clinton Administration
wants to take the best health care
system in the world and transform it
into one that will dictate who may
sec which doctor, and what kind of
medical services will be available to
you, according to what the government determines is your "quality of
life." If that isn't characteristic of a
Socialist system, what is?
Most people have not read the
text of the Clinton health-care plan.
Most have seen and heard only the
Administration's propaganda blitz.
But everyone should read it. Get a
copy from your congressional representative's office. If you don't
have the time to read it all (though
you should make the time — your
health and life depend on it), read
summary
by
the
Elizabeth
McCaughey of the Manhattan Institute in the Sept. 30 Wall Street
Journal.

Drawing from the plan's own
words, McCaughey exposes the
frightening details. She notes that
under the Clinton plan, most of us
won't be able to sec our personal
physician or buy the type of insurance 77 percent of us now have.
"Regional alliances" will do the
buying, and the more we read about
them, the more they sound like the
collective farms that brought so
much "prosperity" to Communist
countries. It will be illegal to buy
health insurance anywhere but from
these collective, uh, regional alliances.
Most people will be forced into
another type of collective: HMOs.
These may be fine for colds and flu
and other minor ailments, but what

if you or your child is seriously ill?
Don't bother trying to circumvent
your HMO to see a specialist in
whom you have trust and confidence. If there are any left in
business, the Clinton health plan
imposes criminal penalties for "payment of bribes or gratuities to
influence the delivery of health
service." You will take what the
government gives you and like it.
A type of "medical gerrymandering" will be created through "community ratings." This means urban
areas with high crime, high incidences of AIDS, crack babies and
poor decision-making that results in
bad health will be lumped in with
wealthier and healthier suburbs as
part of a regional alliance. As with

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
•
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington) ,
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russefl Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

taxes, the healthy will be penalized
for making good decisions about
what they put into their bodies and
their lifestyles. Imagine what this
will do to re-al estate values. People
in nice homes will see the value
immediately drop and they will
have difficulty selling at a fair price
because those who could afford to
pay the higher price will not want to
live in that regional alliance. If you
think racial tensions are high now,
wait until community ratings kick
in.
Congressional Republicans arc
proposing a sound alternative to the
Clinton plan that would fix what's
wrong with the health system without throwing the-patient out with the
bedpan. The GOP plan would leave
basic decision-making to individuals and families while offering some
of the attractive elements of the
Clinton plan, such as greater access
for the uninsured. The Republican
alternative would also ensure tax
fairness, medical malpractice reform (not mentioned in the Clinton
plan) and the avoidance of policies
that would destroy many small
businesses and cost jobs(the Administration has placed the estimated
job loss at 1 million, which means it
probably will be much higher).
Instead of focusing on Hillary
Rodharn Clinton's "performance,"
we had better look hard at the
substance of the Administration's
proposal to diminish the world's
best health care system. America's
health system isn't terminally ill. It
needs a checkup and some mild
medication — not Dr. Kevorkian.
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Beavis, Butt-head: Bad boys, maybe
By FRAZIER MOORE
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Consider
this news brief from August
1982: "A 12-year-old boy was
electrocuted Tuesday when the
television set he was watching
while taking a bath fell into the
tub."
Eleven years later, can anyone
say who is to blame for this mis,
hap'? Baths? Electricity? The
show the boy was tuned to?
This question arises as the collective wrath swoops down on its
latest cultural scapegoats. They
are, of course, the notorious Beavis and Butt-head, two doltish
teenagers who exist only on celluloid for a devoted audience at 7
and II p.m. EDT weeknights on
the MTV cable network.
Last week, as the cartoon
14-year-olds shared Newsweek's
cover with David_ _Letterman
("Stupid TV Tricks — the
Billion-Dollar Battle to Insult
Your Intelligence"), an Ohio
mother of a 5-year-old who
started a fire that killed his younger sister accused the show of

turning her son into a firebug.
In its official response. MTV
expressed regret for the tragedy
and pledged that "we will of
course be re-examining issues
regarding 'Beavis•and Butt-head.'
Maybe it's a good time for
everyone to re-examine the
issues, whatever they are. But cut
the boys some slack. The convergence of a TV show and reallife misfortune doesn't make one
the cause of the other.
And just what's so wrong with
"Beavis and Butt-head"
anyway?
The last word in male bonding,
the show began on a regular basis
only last May. Crudely realized
in almost every way possible, the
cartoons troll the life of Beavis
(the yellow-haired one with the
wicked jaw) and Butt-head (the
brown-haired one with the prominent gumline).
All of this delinquency is
punctuated by their,shared. hacking laugh, which has proved as
Obnoxious as it is irrestible to
millions of adolescent mimics:

MSU Theatre announces cast for upcornIng play
The Murray State University
Theatre announced the cast for its
upcoming production this week.
A one-act play, Autumn Leaves.
by Julianne Bernstein, will be
produced by the MSU Theatre, in
association with the New Planet
Theatre, an independent theatre
group.
The play is set in Washington.
D.C. in front of the Vietriam.Veterans Memorial, the famous "wall
of names." Autumn Leaves
,revolves around two sisters, played by Andrea Greer of Cape:Girardeau, Mo. and Laura Rugh of
Lousivillc, reconciling the death

Calendart
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BUSINESS COUNCIL TOR THE ARTS
abarray/Caloway Como Chamber of Commerce

Through Oct. 15
Art Exhibit — Eve Adams
Bernard, free at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Oct. 15-17
Theatre Production — "Of
Mice and Men," admission
charged. Begins Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m.; Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Playhouse in
the Park.
Oct. 19
Meeting — Art Guild meeting at 1 p.m. at the Guild,
103 N. Sixth Street.
Oct. 21
Meeting — Camera Club,
free at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
Oct. 24
Concert — Wind Ensemble,
free at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Oct. 25
Writers Meeting — West
Kentucky Playwrights Support Group, free at 7 p.m. at
the Playhouse.
through Oct. 30
Ceramics Exhibit — Martha
Lane Armstrong features
Halloween and Thanksgiving
articles, free at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Art Exhibit — Work from
the permanen collection of
the National Ornamental
Metals Museum of Memphis.
The show is free at Eagle
Gallery.

of their brother in the war.
Autumn Leaves is the directoral debut and senior project of
Chris Ainswonh of Danville. The
assistant director is Lee Blair of
Germantown. Tenn. Todd Hatton
of Paducah and Jill Bullen of
Murray are the stage managers.
This show will tour to Louisville's Kentucky Center for the
Arts on Nov. 21.
-Autumn Leaves will be performed Dec. 2 and 3 in room
310B in Wilson Hall at 7.p.m.
General admission is S2. Students
with a valid MSU ID will be
admitted free.

KY
FARM
BUREAU

terms. Siskel and Ebert have
made a fortune dividing their
landscape into things that get
thumbs up and things that get
thumbs down. Watch out: Beavis
and Butt-head might end up
reviewing movies.
Until then, they serve as useful
video critics and, by default, the
MTV viewer's reality check. That
is, compared to the typical rock
video they watch. Beavis and
Butt-head are models of propriety
and smarts.
Not to mention connoisseurs.

The Not-So-Amatuer Theatre
Co. in conjunction with the
department of speech communication and theatre at Murray State
University is proud to present A
Rose For Emily, by Joseph
Robinette and Penguin Blues, by
Ethan Phillips.
The plays will be presented on
Oct. 21 and 22 at 7 p.m. in The
Chocolate Box Theatre in Wilson
Hall, room 310B.
Cynthia Helton serves as director for A Rose For Emily. Based
on William Faulkner's classic
short story, it is the tale of Miss
Emily Grierson and her refusal to
accept rejection.
The play features Kristen
Brown as Emily and Michael

on Alien Sex Fiend for that
group's "Now I'm Feeling
Zombified."
"It looks pretty good," Butthead allows, "but, like, the sound
SUCKS!"
And who can argue with him?
Far from being a social
scourge, "Beavis and Butt-head"
is an MTV public service. It's a
continuing cautionary talc, its
moral that you may want your
MTV, but you could end up like
these boys if you want too much.
Meanwhile, if the show rings
true for its young devotees, good
reason. Beavis and Butt-head,
those demonic dtinces, represent
the dark side of growing up,
where real-life demons like
anger, aimlessness and feeling
left out flourish. It's a pretty
scary place which, in one way or
another, every youngster has to
reckon with.
'Come to think of it, every
adult. too. Isn't there ("lich-heh.
heh-heh. Huh-huh, huh -huh") a
little Butt-head lodged in all of
us?
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DUAL CONTIMUModel 1500

.Up to 5200 BTU's
'Safe
-Heats Large
Room
-Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
-Powerful
•Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty
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OCTOBER 15 & 16
West Kentucky Expo
Center Murray, KY
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112 PRICE SALE!
— Fall Is For Planting —
Coral Bark Japanese Maples
4'-5' ...agg--$4351515 Now s32.50

18" Mugo Pine
1...Liagrirffrtg. Now 1995'.
12" Pygmy Barberry
Reg. .s.k.56 Now '2.75
*****
Azaleas (All Colors)
1 Gal. lie44,4r.gtiNow '2.25

Auditions will be held for Babes in Toyland. Playhouse in the
Park's Christmas play on Oct. 18 and 19 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the
Playhouse. Singers and non-singers may audition on either night.
Paris are available for. children in primary through middle. school,'
For more information, contact the Playhouse at 759-1752.

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first of the family of
Safe-TPelonis
Furnaces to be certified and sold in
North America.

Most Ibrigerous" Sporting forrit

FtINNY CLOWNS to provide laughter
and
A(21-E PULL FICIITIRS for thrilling action
-equal EXCITEMMIT and FUR&
.FAMILY ENTERTAINAdhlta.

Auditions set for children's musical

Owings as Homer Barron, one of
Emily's many suitors. Both are
from Paducah.
Jamey Jennings serves a director for Penguin Blues. It is the
story of Angelita, a nun comes to
grips with ,her alcholism after
years of denial that she has a
problem.
Penguin Blues features Patricia
Crider of Marion as Angelita and
David Fleming of Murray as Gordon, another patient in the rehabilitaiton center where the play is
set.
Helton Jennings also serve as
co-executive directors for NotSo-Amatuer Theatre Co.
For more information contact
Jennings at 762-2946.

Bull Riding
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They may go easy on Cycle Sluts
from Hell pounding out "I Wish
You Were A Beer." ("Sluts are
cool," offers Beavis.)
But they come crashing down

ARTS

MSU group will perform
a William Faulkner classic

PT4
g
PiT4

" Huh-huh, huh-huh. Heh-heh,
heh-heh. Huh-huh, huh-huh. Hehheh, heh-heh ..."
Not likely candidates for a
MacArthur grant, perhaps. But
even though Beavis and Butthead may hide their dim light
under an enormous bushel(knowing them, there's no telling what
it's a bushel of), don't overlook
their notable vinucs.
Yes, the boys are prone to bipolar thinking. For Beavis and
Butt-head, the world is separated
into "things that are cool" and
"things that suck." Nothing in
between exists.
But they aren't alone in their
immunity to nuance. Employing
only slightly more sophisticated

2 Gal. ilegi-41V Now $5.00
3 Gal..er-SICNow $7.50

How to survive
breast cancer

MUMS (Mixed Colors)

BREAST CARE TEST: Jane
Pauley hosts a special focusing
on what every woman should
know about breast cancer screening and survival. The program,
which airs Friday at 10 p.m. EDT
on PBS, stresses the importance
of early diagnosis, and examines
treatment options. Included are
interviews with breast:cancer survivors Betty Ford, Betty Rollin
and Erma Bombeck.

14.99 & *6.50
Fall is bulb
planting time.
Tulips • Iris
Daffodils

Creative Landscaping
407 N 12th St.
753-1725
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FREE FUSE CHECK
Bring your old fuse to Treas and we
check them for you FREE.
reg 188 88

169"
Skill Model 1605

Plate Joiner
Guaranteed to out
perform any
heavy duty stapler
4

mil
—rag 11 99

Uses T-5111 Staples

mg 18 79

299
'

150°

10"

Power-Shot by Black & Decker

10 Pc. Set(7 Slotted-3 Phillips)

5 gal

Staple Gun

Screwdriver Set

Driveway Sealer-Filler

HRS: 7.30-5:30 Mon -Fri. - 7:30-5:00 Sat
Rated:
A++ Superior
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753,4703
Bob
Cornelison
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Chestnut St.
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Treas Lumber Do-it center
Open

7 Days
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Oct. 13
Murray Lions' Club radio auction/6 9
pm
Murray City Cousc11/7 p.m./Murray City
Hall
Murray Board of Education/7:30
pm/board office.
Aiello-Dealer Fire Protection District/1
p m ample Hill Church.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm
First Christian Church events include
Reunion
Youth Bible Study/41p
Group Orientation at BASIC/7 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.
Murray State University Racer Athletic
Association/5:30 p m./Pagliai's Restaurant Public invited.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/1:30 p.m /St
John's Episcopal Church. Info/753-0781.
TOPS 1469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Art Guild open/6:30-9 pr.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7 . 30
pm /Masonic hail
Diabetics Taking Control Support
C.r.oup/6 30 p m./board room of Murray •
Calloway County Hospital.
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p m /Log Cabin Restaurant.
Singles Friendship of Paris. Tenn./1:30
pm IF
Bureau Building, Paris. Info/
Kennith Broach. 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m /Sirloin
Stockade
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m.
Calloway County High School events
include Freshmen Football hosting Marshall County/6 p.m.; Boys Soccer hosting
Paducah Tilghman/5:30 p.m.; Girls Soccer at St Mary's/4:30 p.m.
"Sunset Boulevard" production by Cinema International/7:30 p.m./Curtis Center
Theater, MSU. Admission free.
Friday. Oct. 15
Pet Therapy open meeting/6 30
p.m./CallOWay Public Library. Note this is
on Friday
East Calloway Elementary School Fall
Festival/6-8 p m./school, sponsored by
PTO
Special seminar for Parents and Two and
Three-year-olds/12:30 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Chnst, sponsored by
Family Resource Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Friday, Oct. IS
Stroke Support Group/2 p.m /private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Info/762-1100.
Aurora Country Festival opens/10 a.m.-5
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Korean Study Group/7 p.m
St. Job• Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p.m.
First Baptist Church University Department Ilayride/6 p mIchurch parting lot.
Murray-Calloway Transitional Home
Board of Directors/noon.
Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard Armory.
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club.
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group/1 p.m./Wishing Well.
AA and Al-Anon/open to newcomers/8
p m./American Legion Building, South .r
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray Info/
353-8136 or 435-4314
Games for members only/8 p m./Murray
Moose Lodge
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6.11 p.m Info/
75 3.
Murray High School esents include end
of first 9-weeks; Varsity football with
Cairo, Ill , at MSUP 30 pm Junior
Class sponsored dance later.
Calloway County High School Varsity
football team plays at Graves County/7.30
pm
VIS1 Cinema International Society film,
'Sunset Boulevard-n:30 p.m./Curns Center. Murray State. Admission free.
Quad State Strings Festival/7 p.m /Lovett
Auditorium, MSU Admission free.
Bull Blow Out/8 p.m./West Kentucky
Expo Center Info/762-3125.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
8. 30 a.m -4 - 15 pm.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p m /1Iomeplace; Planetarium Show/11
a m. and 2 p.m ./Visitor Center; For, and
raccon litters dispersing and may be highly visible on roads at night

Breakfast on Saturday
. The famous country ham
breakfast for this fall will be prepared and served on Saturday.
Oct. 16, from 6 to 10 am'. at
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons, Highway 121
North and Johnny Robertson
Road.
A donation of S4 for all you
care to eat is requested. Sausage
will also be available if persons
do not care for ham.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Clothing being collected
Clothing for children and infants is now being collected at the
three Calloway County Elementary Schools and at the National
Guard Armory in preparation for the Community Resource Fair on
Saturday, Oct. 23, at East Elementary. Coats of all sizes are
needed. Coat collection points include the Armory, Wal-Mart, K
Mart, Boone Cleaners and several sites on the Murray State campus. Coat hangers and clothing racks are also needed and may be
taken to the Armory. Volunteers willing to help with preparation of
clothing for distribution are asked to report to the Armory during
the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more
information phone the Family Resource Center at 753-3070.

Shiloh Assembly plans dedication

Jacquelyn Marie Krieb and
Bret Allan Welch to marry

Krieb and Welch vows
will be said on Oct. 28
Mr. and Mrs. John Krieb of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Jacquelyn Marie Krieb, to
Bret Allan Welch, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Welch of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Helen Krieb of Virginia Beach, Va., and the late John N. Krieb, and of William and Ehnore Overfield of Buffalo, N.Y.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Thelma Welch of Murray
and the late Elmer Welch, and of Mrs. Helen Garner of Marble Hill,
Mo., and the late Truman Garner.
Miss Krieb is a 1991 graduate of Murray High School and is presently a student at Murray State University.
Mr. Welch is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Both the bride-elect and groom-elect arc employed by Welch Sand
St -Gravel.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Thursday. Oct. 28.
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Secretaries plan meeting
Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI)
will hold its monthly meeting on Monday, Oct. 18, in Room 115 of
Wilson Hall, Murray State University. "African vs. American Business Cultures/Education" will be presented by African Native Njoroge Karanjao. This "International Link" will begin at 6 p.m. All
area office personnel are invited to join this informative meeting
and "Link to the future" with PSI. For additional information contact Belinda Woods CPS at 753-4926.

Disorder Support Group to meet
Agoraphobia/Anxiety/Panic Disorder Support Group will meet
Monday, Oct. 18, at 6:30 R.m. at meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The purpose will be to bring encouragement and
hope to all who suffer from these disorders. The goal is to provide.
education and awareness to the sufferer and the general public. All
meetings are free and open to the general public. For further details
call 753-1907 and ask for Kathy.

Hazel United Methodist Church will have as annual homecoming
on Sunday, Oct. 17. The Rev. Steve Douglas, pastor, will speak at
II a.m. service. -Special -music will be presented. A potluck meat
will follow at noon.

Eastwood plans services
Eastwood Baptist Church will have special services on Monday
and Tuesday. Oct. 18 and 19, at 7 p.m. Dr. Tom Wallace, national
speaker and pastor, will be the speaker. Special music will be presented. A nursery will be provided. For information or transporation call 753-1834.

West Murray plans services

THETA MEETING — Melody Parker, left, was presented a token of
appreciation for her special program of piano selections at the September meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Maxine
Scott, right, vice chairman of Thetas, introduced her and made the presentation. Margaret Yulll, past president of Murray Woman's Club, presented a discussion on "General Club Orientation" and closed with a
poem, "Build A Better World." Anna Mae Thurman, chairman, presided.
New members include Sylvia Puckett and Betty Lyons. Hostesses were
Martha Enlx, Juanita Sparks and Jean Cherry. The department will have
an open meeting on Monday, Oct. 18, at 7 p.m. at the Club house. Bennie Cooper will present a program on "Disaster Preparedness and
Emergency Response." Hostesses will be Susan Vied, Peggy Myers and
Maxine Scott.

FASHION SALE

50% off
Selected groups of fall...

Sportswear • Purses • Jewelry • Sweaters

West Murray Church of Christ has scheduled a special series of
gospel meetings starting Smithy. Oct. 17, and continuing through
Friday, Oct. 22. Bobby Witherington, former evangelist for West
Murray church, has been invited to do the preaching for this meeting. Sunday services will be at the regular meeting times and week
night services will be at 7:30 p.m.

Dream Factory Benefit Saturday
"Drivin' For Dreams," a Dream Factory Benefit, will be Saturday, Oct. 16, at Oaks Country Club. This 4-Person Golf Scramble
is being sponsored by Murray Affiliate #10 of Kentucky Hairdressers and Cosmetologist Association and State Beauty Supply. First
hole-in-one will win a golf cart. Entry fee is 525 per person and
cart feet is $12 per person. Checks should be made payable to The
Dream Factory. For information call Jim White at the Oaks,
753-6454, or Wanda Brown, 753-8162.

Heskett boy born

Children's auditions planned

Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Heskett of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Ian Palmer Heskett, born on
Saturday, Oct. 2, at 1:01 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Ruth Kuchar. A brother is
Adam, 3, and a sister is DeAndra,
5.
Grandparents are Jesse and
Dee Heskett of Eufaula. Ala., and
Al and Anne Kuchar of Wyandotte, Mich.

Children's musical auditions for Babes in Toyland, Playhouse in
the Park's Christmas play, on Monday, Oct. 18, and Tuesday, Oct.
19, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Playhouse. Singers and non-singers
may audition on either night. Parts are available for children in
primary through middle school. For more information contact Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
Oct. 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission

M GUTTERS

Davidson baby girl, parents. Kelley
and Micky, 2565 Husband Rd.,
Paducah.

Quality Work at a fair price.

Mrs. Jazaeri Asma Al and baby girl,
710 Sycamore, Apt. B, Murray Miss

Dismissals

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

Southside Shopping
Center

Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly will have its dedication service for
its new church on Sunday, Oct. 17, at 1 p.m. The Rev. Jerry Bradford will preach the dedication sermon. A revival will start Sunday
at 7 p.m. and continue through Sunday, Oct. 24. "We will have a
Communion service and feet washing on Saturday, Oct. 23, at 7
p.m. and the publis is invited to attend," said the Rev. Roy L.
Balentine, pastor.

Hazel Methodists plan homecoming
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CALL
753-7020

Joy Lou Biehle, Rt 5, Benton, Mrs
Kathleen Boggess, Rt 3, Box 355,
Murray.
Mrs Sherry Kay Purdom and baby
girl, RI_ 1, Box 312, Almo, David Patrick Barnes, 383 Chaplin, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rebeccda Roach. Rt. 1,
Box 160, Hazel;
Mrs. Sherri Lynn Wilson, P.O. Box
783, Murray; Mrs. Minnie Estelle
Adams, Rt 1, Box 251, Farmington;
Hugh Tommy Carroll, 911 Sycamore
St. Murray

Chandler Ray Purdom born
Mr. and Mrs. John Nix Purdom
of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Chandler Ray Purdom,
born on Saturday, Oct. 9, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Sherry Newsome.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wells Purdom Jr. and Mr. and
Mrs. James Newsome. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Wells Purdom Jr. and the late Mr. Purdom,
Nix Crawford and the late
The baby weighed five pounds Margery Crawford, Mrs. Boyce
11 ounces and measured 19 Newsome, and the late Mr. and
inches. The mother is the former Mrs. Burie Suiter.
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

CWC luncheon Tuesday

(dadv.s.larrett,
IVector
Is as soft as a sigh
A pink glow in the oast

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday. Oct. 16, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library. The event was changed
from last week because of MSU
Homecoming. This is open to all
interested writers, according to
Mrs. Gladys Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants 35 follows:
•
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Tolls me morning is nigh
The mating bads call
To herald the morn
There's fog in the valley
Shrouding nature reborn
Our clock strikes the hour
Then later tie halt
As the approaching of morning
Makes my grateful heart laugh
• • • •

The Maple Tree in Autumn
By Linda M. Siebold
Beautifully gowned she stands
Applauded, and admired.
Then leaves center stage bereft
Of flamboyant attire
A season. she sleeps and rests,
Then returns garbed in green
To be hailed by loyal fans
The current Fashion Queen
• • • •
The Wind Blows
By Charlie E. York

•

Covered Memories
By Linda Parker
Standing tall and wise with age
Its branches hang heavy of
memoriss

yesterdays
Family picnic underneath
tire swings hanging
children climbing fee.
leaves whispering with blowing
winds
echoing quiet voices
of untold lovers
oh for the secrets
its branches cover
• • • •
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The storm that rages

Deep inside
My closest friend
Cannot fool
Tears flow in torrents
From my heart
The turbulence
Blurs my reasoning
The wind blows and
Blows and blows
Yet no one knows
Except the one
Who lives within
He alone
Can calm the tempest
• • • •

Night Songs
By Deborah Joyce Williams
Shadow of yourself walk over it and
You'll survive the bittersweet
melody
Life holds Remember someone
held your hand
Singing a lullaby°, a harmony?
Through the night they rocked you.
singing singing
Till you drifted off to peaceful
slumber
Now you hear the incessant voice
ringing.
Demanding another trick, a number
Walking the streets, everything has
a price
You bellesede the gyspy uhen she said
you
Would be a success On a table dice
Is cast and you watch the flicker of
blue
Neon change the shape of your shadov.
Sigh
With the, dreams, the night. the hand on
your thigh
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• • • •
Spring Morning
By Wilma Jean Sanders
The breath of my mate

I remembered my mud encased
boots
As we searched the pasture for the
calf
We strolled mid honeysuckle vines.
And felt the cutting saw briars
We called 'Noe Where are your
But no answering 'moo' came
We walked down by the spring
Heard the whip-o-will sing
No cow, no calf could be found
We turned to the right, a gully, down
We saw old Noe wild and sad
Pawing, pawing the ground
Nuzzling trying tp ush her calf to
— feet
But there was no response
The calf was dead'

Joshua Michael Colson will
celebrate his first birthday on
Sunday. Oct. 17. He is the son of
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Michelle and Michael Colson of
Rt. 1, Box 547-A, Hardin, Ky.
42048.
His grandparents are Randy
and Gloria Hollingsworth of
Alm(); Dennis Brown of Florida;
Helen Boggs and Papa Larry,
Murray; and the late Frankie
Colson.
His great-grandparents are Ms.
Louise Childress of Almo and the
late Richard Childress; Ms. Ruby
Stations of West View Nursing
Home, Murray, and the late Noah
Stations; Mr. and Mrs. Willie D.
Brown of Dexter.
His stepgrandparents are Doss
and Dorothy Hollingsworth of
Puryear, Tenn. His stepgreatgrandmother is Ms. Nell Johnson,
also of Purycar.

Annual German Octoberfest
will be held here on Oct. 23
Murray State University's foreign
language club will sponsor its annual German Octoberfest on Saturday. Oct. 23, allowing foreign language students and others the opportunity to experience German
food, music and entertainment.
The event is not restricted to
foreign language students, and the
general public also is invited to
attend. Food such as bratwurst,
sauerkraut, German potato salad,
kuchen (cake) and other German

foods will be served, and German
music will be played by guitar
around a bonfire.
Activities will begin at 3 p.m. at
1605 Martin Chapel Road,the home
of Dr. Milton Grimes, chairman of
the foreign language department.
Tickets are $2 for foreign language
club members and $3 for nonmembers.
Octoberfest is one of several
ethnic festivities sponsored by the
department of foreign language
throughout the academic year.

/IIIECND

baby
I Patover,
Rt. 1,

or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend.
411,
GUILD OFFICERS — Newly elected officers of Ladles Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church were Installed by Fr. Pete Hughes, center, pastor, preceding the first meeting of the guild year. They are, from heft, Judy
Krouse, treasurer, Sue Cunningham, secretary, Sue Oswold, vice president, and Cathy Salazar, president. Officers and members are planning
a Sugar Plum Bazaar and Bake Sale on Saturday, Nov. 13, and are planning to meet Wednesday evenings for preparation. New members welcomed Into the guild were Diane Riedl and Lee Lafser.

Beverly Jones

Thompson boy born here
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Thompson
of 1911-B Wiswell. Murray, are
the parents of a son, Charles
Connor Thompson, born on Fnday. Sept. 24, at 5:30 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
21 inches. The mother is the for-

mer Christi Clark.
Grandparents are Pam Clark of
Murray and Phillip and Sharon
Thompson of Rt 3, Benton.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Mary' Ann Clark and the late Dr
Charles D. Clark, and Mrs. Sadie
Fulton and the late Ed NI. West,
all of Murray. and Paul and Lillie
Castleberry of Benton.

LIBRARY NEWS

A Spring Walk
By Marie Jarrett

First birthday Sunday
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Christian Women's Club of
Murray will have a "Clean
Sweep" luncheon on Tuesday.
Oct. 19, from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at Holiday Inn Restaurant. The
cost of the luncheon will be S6
per person.
• Beverly Jones of Moberly,
Mo., guest speaker, will also present the special feature on "Dust
If You Must," a comical skit
about housecleaning.
Mrs. Jones will also speak with
humor in her talk. She has Spoken at retreats, prison banquets
and on television and has also
done dramatic presentations.
She and her husband, Steve,
have three grown children and
four grandchildren.
Cindy Vance of Murray will
present special music.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, Oct. 18, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,

By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director

Remember that the Murray
Woman's Club Book Fair is still
rollig along out in our foyer.
NOW's the time to do some
worthwhile Christmas shopping.
Speaking of sales, new books
are being put out in the permanent periodic floating booksale
inside the library'. Come on in,
recycle some reading and save a
tree.

• • • •
Tomie Depaola's Strega Nona
Meets Her Match is in and is
really worth reading. It's a picture book (we call them "Easy
Fiction") and takes all of 6 or 8
minutes for an adult to read.
Nona is the "Strega" or combination witch/matchmaker/medicine
woman for the little Italian village of Calabria. Things always
go wrong but Strega Nona always
sets them right again with good
humor and wit. There are several
Strega Nona books in our collection and they would all be great
for non-scary Halloween reading.
• • • •
Fans of the Kennedy Assassination will be glad to hear that
Gerald Posner's book Case
Closed has arrived. Quoting from
the jacket blurb, "Case Closed
cuts through three decades of
misinformation and distortions by
examining all the evidence to
make sense of what really happened. This ground-breaking
book has most enduring and painful mysteries." Good enough.
There's a waiting list for it so
come on down and sign up today.
• • • •
If you're tired of cookbooks
whose idea of food is three
shrimps on a lettuce leaf surrounded by five green beans and
a mushroom button, then we have

the book for you Good Old Food
by lrena Chalmers is the best in
homestyle cooking from around
the world. Forget white table
cloths, forget fancy restaurants,
this is that old fashioned "what's
for supper" and "can I have sonic
more" food. (Why, darlin' you
didn't cat enough to keep a bird
alive.) Come and get it.
• • • •
Elmore Leonard's Pronto has
arrived this week. Harry Arno has
been a bookie in Miami Beach
for years. And he's been skimming the profits from the operation for years. Now he's ready to
take his money' and retire to Italy.
The problem is, the FBI is conducting a crackdown on organized crime and Harry gets caught
in the works. At the same time,
his silent partners, a sery tough
crowd, have decided to take a
look at Harry's hooks. A trip for
his health is suddenly in order
and Harry is on the run. It's first
rate and I highly recommend it.
By the way, we have TWO
copies. (Inc is regular print and
one is large print.
• • • •
If you prefer 19th century Frig,
land to Miami Reach, then try
Anne Perry's A Sudden Fearful
Death. This is the newest of her
"Inspector Monk" mysteries. A
young nurse is murdered. She had
served with Florence Nightengale
in the Crimea and had worked in
the worst of the London slums.
Everyone agrees that a young
lady in those surroundings must
eventually come to a had end. It
seems to be the work of a madman, but is it really'? Inspector
Monk doesn't think so -and sets
out to prove it in court in one of
the best courtroom scenes this
side of Perry' Mason. It's very
highly recommended.
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More

Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For l'our Convenience NOW Otters

p
Pick-Up
UPS mond.,
flaiR

Ship ‘1L.eki
%1.1 10

am.- X

11%” b41

ups

& Sa‘e mune.%

pm.Sal. l am.. 7 p.m. sun
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Peachtree Street • Atlanta
by G. Harm/ _America's ArtiA
1)eadline 'To Order: (X•tober 20
ilarvev giv(-, us the impression of what it was like tii have lived in the golden era

Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray • 759-1019

Baldwin
Annual
Piano Sale
*No Payment - No Interest
Till April 1994

Everyone loves a great value So everyone is sure to love the
low clearance prices we've put on some of our favorite
collections Serve 2611.-66% on selected furniture and

Box

SerViCeMASTER®

WINN(

at Pier 11

— PLUS --

NOW
1 Console Piano, Cherry Finish
Reg $3,795 CO
1 Baldwin Baby Grand Piano. High
Gloss Ebony Finish
Reg. $1299500

$2,795
NOW

$8,995
NOW

1 Cherry Spinet, Queen Anne Style
Reg $3,495 00
1 Walnut Console Piano, Traditional
Style
Reg $3.795 00
1 Console Piano, Mahogany Finish,
Traditional Style
Reg $3,995 00

$2,595
NOW

$2,795
NOW

$2,995

ALL HALLOWEEN ITEMS
and
NEW FALL & HOLIDAY JEWELRY

fl
Mrs.
and
'eat-

Purtom,
late
ayce
and

•ES-1000
Shred 'N' Vac
Leaf Shredder
clears leaves small
twigs pine needles &
garden debris from fawn
walks & decks Shreds
debris into large capacity
bag Ideal for reducing yard
waste for composting

25%
4-bladed shredder
mechanism quickly reduce
yard waste volume by as
\
much as 12 to 1 ratio
Seasonal $
Value

999

Murriy Home & Auto
*eke

Chestnut St.

• 7534571 or 753-4110

off
regular
prices

11111111 1111111/lilt
Thc Place To Discover

NOW
1 Oak Spinet, Traditional Style
Reg $3.495 00

$2,595

Free Delivery • Free Tuning In Home

Thurman's
FURNITURE
208 Main St., Murray, Ky.
Store Hours 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

753-4834
on.-Sat.

University Plaza • One block East of MSU on Chestnut St.

011111111101111011L'11, 131
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Monday-Friday 9-6; Saturday 9-5; Sunday 1-5
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Phillies Finalize
Philadelphia downs Braves 6-3 to advance
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — The Philadelphia Phillies are unshaven,
unkempt, unorthodox, and to the
Atlanta Braves, unbeatable.
Tommy Greene outpitched
baseball's best pitcher and the
refuse-to-lose Phillies again outplayed baseball's best team, beating the Braves 6-3 in Game 6 of
the NL playbffs Wednesday night
to reach their first World Series
since 1983.
"They had 4he magic, and ours
wore off," the Braves' David
Justice said.
Impossible?
"We never felt that way. All
year long we never felt like
underdogs," Phillies manager
Jim Fregosi said. "It's been an
amazing year. This is
marvelous."

Calloway
gets hot
Graves
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
It has been a banner year for
the Graves County Eagles.
The Eagles are currently 7-0
and ranked No. 4 in Class 3A.
Graves owns victories over Mayfield. Tilghman and Hopkinsville
and last week thrashed a very
good Carbondale, Ill. team.
The Calloway County Lakers
are next for Graves. as Calloway
will visit Mayfield's War
Memorial Stadium Friday at 7:30
p.m.
"So far, so good," Graves
County coach Jay Buckley said.
"From day one, these kids have
been winners. I think we probably didn't get the respect that we
should have gotten because we're
still a young football program.
But we've seen a constant
improvement since this program
started, and this year, it's been a
big part of the success."
Graves County can wrap up the
District 1 championship with a

Incredible?
"This is all we've talked about
since February," Greene said.
"This team is a dream. We've
got guys who love to play and
have waited all their lives for
this."
Indescribable?
"It's the ugly stepsister being
invited to the prom by the bestlooking guy in class," reliever
Larry Andersen said.
Dave Hollins had a two-run
homer, and Darren Daulton and
Mickey Morandini had two-run
extra-base hits off Greg Maddux,
the majors' best starter since
mid-July. Morandini had an evenbigger shot that didn't show up in
the box score, badly brusing
Maddux's right leg with a line
shot in the first inning.
Maddux sustained a deep
bruise and internal bleeding that

required treatment between
innings. He stayed in the game
but wasn't the same, throwing his
next six pitches out of the strike
zone and walking five. He normally averages less than two
walks per game.
"I asked (pitching coach) Leo
Mazzone if the injury would
affect my mechanics, but it
didn't," Maddux said. "Would I
have pitched any better ill didn't
get hit? I can't tell you."
Maddux had been almost
unbeatable since the All-Star
break, just like the Braves, who
won 51 of their last 70 just to
win the ML West in a great race
with San Francisco, but couldn't
win their third straight pennant to
match the 1942-44 Cardinals.
Their 104 wins are the most of
any non-pennant winner since the
1942 Dodgers.

"It was a real struggle for us,
every game for the last two
months was must win, but I don't
think that was the difference,"
Braves manager Bobby Cox said.
"The Phillies are a
championship-caliber team. They
were great this whole series."
Only the third team in majorleague history to go from last
place to the pennant in one year,
the Phillies — 30-1 underdogs
Just to win their division — will
play the defending champion
Toronto Blue. Jays in the World
Series beginning Saturday night.
"We've got the big games to
come," Greene said. "We can't
wait. We'll be there Saturday ...
it's all we've talked about."
"Ya Gotta Believe" was the
Phillies' theme when they last
II See Page 9

Wildcats' Mashburn signs 1
deal with Dallas Mavericks
DALLAS (AP) — Jamal Mashburn, the star forward from Kentucky and No. 4 choice in the NBA draft, has agreed to a contract
with the Dallas Mavericks and will begin practicing tonight.
The team would not disclose terms of the contract Wednesday,
although pubished reports said it was for about $32 million over .
seven years.
The Mavericks said Mashburn will be available for their exhibition opener on Friday night against Atlanta at Reunion Arena.
Mashburn was to arrive at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport about 10:30
a.m. CDT today and take a physical, which should take about four
hours.
About two weeks ago it appeared a deal with Mashburn was
imminent. But that quickly changed when Anfemee Hardaway,
taken No. 3 in the draft, signed a 13-year, $65 million contract with
Orlando. That came one day after Larry Johnson signed an $84 million, I2-year deal with Charlotte.
Mavericks president Norm Sonju then countered with proposals
for six, seven, eight and 10 years, with the first six years guaranteed plus a buyout clause.
Mavericks coach Quinn Buckner has been holding workouts in
Waco, Texas, about 100 miles south of Dallas. The team will break
camp today and come to Dallas for the evening workout.
The team said Mashburn is to join the Mavericks at 5 p.m. for
the signing and news conference and at 6 p.m.
Mashburn joins former Murray State star, and Maverick free
agent, Ronald "Popeye" Jones. Jones, MSU's all-time leading
rebounder, signed with Dallas this summer.

Five Racers suspended after Unbeaten Murray
no laughing matter
marijuana incident in dorm
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Five Murray State University
football players have been suspended indefinitely from the
team — reportedly for smoking
'marijuana on campus
Wednesday.
Jermaine Scott, Phil Jones,
David Dodds, Allen Johnson
and Jason Delgato were suspended this morning by Racer
coach Houston Nutt.
"They have broken a team
policy and have been suspended
for breaking team rules," Nutt
said.
Capt. Carl Martin of the Murray State Public Safety office
said the housing staff discovered marijuana and smelled
smoke in a room about 10:20
p.m. Wednesday.
Martin said the
office is currently
the incident, and
five people who

public safety
investigating
interviewing
were in the

room at the tune.
"No arrests have been made,
but some might be forthcoming," Martin said.
Martin said the suspects
could be facing a misdemeanor
possession charge (less than
eight ounces).
"It was a very small amount,"
Martin said.
The Racers, 3-3 overall and
1-3 in the OVC, are currently
preparing for a big conference
matchup with Eastern Kentucky
Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Of the five players, Scott and
Johnson would be the biggest
losses to the Racers. Scott, a
senior defensive back from
Orlando, Fla., has been a standout back this season, starting
five games and leading the team
with three interceptions.
Johnson, a sophomore linebacker from Conway, S.C., has
started all six games, is third on
the team in tackles, including
eight for a loss.

Jones, a sophomore from Sarasota, Fla. and Dodds, a sophomore from Glendale, Wis. have
seen limited action this season
at linebacker and defensive
back this season.
Delgato, a sophomore from
Sarasota. Fla., has seen extensive action on the Racer offensive line.
"It's a distraction anytime
you have starters involved,"
Nutt said. "And I hate to see it,
because our guys have worked
so hard and we are starting to
move in the right direction.
"We could wait until early
next week, when all the facts
are in, but we just can't compromise on what is important in
this program."
Nutt didn't specify a time of
return for the five players.
"We're going to wait until all
the facts are in," Nutt said. "But
we are going to make them hate
football over the next two
weeks."

• See Page 9

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
When Cairo (III.) High School
football coach Ron Woods looks
at film of Murray High running
back Chris Chancy he laughs.
Not out of disrespect, but mere
likeTy, to keep from crying.
Last week, the 6-3, 200-pound
junior rushed for 204 yards on 12
carries.
"I saw him running the ball
and 1 just started laughing," said
Woods, who gets a good look at
Cheaney and the rest of the
Tigers Friday night. "I just sat
there and said, 'Look at that kid
run the football.' He's big, fast
and scary."
Woods admitted that the film
also shows Murray High has
plenty of other comical
characters.
"Murray has a great, great
team," he admitted. "They have a
couple of great running backs, a
great quarterback and their offensive line is very powerful.
"It should be a big challenge
for us."

The Tigers come in with a 7-0
record and No. 3 ranking in the
latest Associated Press Class A
poll. According to the recent
Litkenhous ratings in this week's
Courier-Journal, the Tigers are
the No. 1 -rated Class A team and
No. 12 overall.
Murray, coming off a 42-0 victory over Fulton City, is leading
its district and hasn't been challenged in two weeks.
Cairo, on the other hand is
struggling with a 2-4 mark and
comes off a 34-6 loss at Christopher (III.). One of their wins,
however, came against Murray
rival Ballard Memorial (20-8).
Although Cairo starts all
juniors and seniors, Woods said
that is deceiving.
"We don't have junior high
football in Illinois so most of our
players are only in their first or
second year," Woods admitted.
Cairo is a Class AAA cooperative school made up of players
from Cairo and Meridian.
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Seles angered
after German
attacker walks

4

HAMBURG, Germany (AP)
— A judge has ruled that
Guenter Parche's "highly
abnormal personality" caused
him to stab tennis star Monica
Seles, and was one of the reasons.the man was given a suspended sentence.
That verdict brought cries of
outrage from Seles, Martina
Navratilova and the Women's
Tennis Association.
"I was shocked and horrified to learn that the assassin
who stabbed me received a
suspended sentence in Germany today." Scles said in a
statement Wednesday. "What
kind of message does this send
to the world?"
Navratilova, another former
No. 1 player, also condemned
the ruling.
"You guys need some serious help with the laws here in
Germany," she said at a tennis
match in Filderstadt.
Parche, 39, an unemployed
East German who said he
stabbed Seles out of an obsessive love for her rival, Steffi
Graf, had been detained since
the April 30 attack at a Hamburg tournament and could
have received a three-year,
nine-month jail term. Instead,
he was handed a suspended
two-year sentence.
Said Seles: "He gets to go
back to his life, but I can't
because I am still recovering
from this attack which could
have killed me."

Oilers bench Moon with hopes of righting ship
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON — The Houston Oilers are taking desperate
measures to meet desperate times — at Pro Bowl quarterback Warren Moon's expense.
Dazed after losing four of their first five games, the Oilers decided to put Moon on the bench Wednesday, replacing him with seventh-year backup Cody Carlson for Sunday's game against the New England Patriots.
"Any time there's a change made, it's at the coaching
spot or the quarterback spot," Moon said. "You can't
replace the whole defense, the whole offensive line and the
whole defensive line.
"But you can replace the quarterback and the coach. So

tar, I'm the one being replaced and hopefully it'll be something that'll jiggle our team and wake us up and get us
playing."
It was Moon's first demotion in 10 seasons with the
Oilers.
"My pride's a little hurt. My ego's a little hurt. I think a
lot of people, both media and fans, finally got what they
wanted," Moon said.
"It's a difficult day for me, something I've never been
through before. As for what happens now, I'm going to do
all I can to help this team."
Moon has completed 97 of 171 passes for 1,131 yards
with five touchdowns and 11 interceptions this season. He
also has been sacked 15 times and his quarterback rating is

Toronto ready to spring on Phils
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
TORONTO — The Toronto
Blue Jays and Philadelphia Phillies already have seen a lot of
each other, and the World Series
hasn't even started.
The first game the Phillies
played this year was against Toronto in spring training. They
went 4-0 versus the Blue Jays in
Florida and, because the teams
practice five minutes apart, they
met several times in morning
"B" games.
"Philadelphia always plays us
tough," Toronto's Joe Carter
said. "It seems like we play them
25 times every spring."
On Saturday night at SkyDome, Philadelphia and Toronto
play for real in Game 1. The first
all-artificial turf World Series
since 1987, when Minnesota met
St. Louis, matches the Blue Jays,
bidding to become the first

champion to repeat since the Cone and a dozen others are
1977-78 New York Yankees, gone. Also missing will be Jack
against the Phillies, who Morris, injured and unable to
rebounded from finishing last in play.
the ML East in 1992.
Neither Gaston nor Phillies
The Blue Jays bring a relentless lineup that wore down Chi- manager Jim Fregosi has set his
cago in six games of the AL rotation. But with both playoff
playoffs. The offense, at least for series over by Wednesday, each
the first two games in Toronto, team will be able to set up its
will include designated hitter pitching the way it wants.
Stewart, Juan Guzman, Pat
Paul Molitor.
When the series shifts to Vet- Hentgen and Todd Stottlemyre,
erans Stadium, where the DH is all right-handers, started for Tornot used, Blue Jays manager Cito onto in the playoffs.
Gaston will have to decide
The Phillies started MVP Curt
whether to put Molitor at third
base instead of Ed Sprague, or on Schilling, Tommy Greene, Terry
the bench.
Mulholland and Jackson in the
This will not be the same Tor- playoffs. Jackson, who beat Toronto team that fans saw last onto in the 1985 playoffs while
October. Molitor, Rickey Hender- with Kansas City, and Mulholson and playoff MVP Dave Stew- land are lefties, and the Blue Jays
art — once cut by Philadelphia were just 22-25 during the regu— arc now with the Blue Jays. lar season in games started by
while Dave Winfield, David left-handers..

among the worst in the league at 59.9.
He doesn't know if he's out for one game or the season.
"We didn't talk about how long," Moon said. "Jack
just said he was going to make the move. He's not a guy to
say a lot and I'm not a guy who wanted to hear a lot at that
point.
"If it's going to make your team better, fine. If it's not,
let's see it as soon as possible and do something else."
Carlson has completed 19 of 34 passes for 266 yards
with no touchdowns and one interception. That pickoff was
on Monday, when he hit nine of 15 passes for 95 yards.
Moon, who threw three interceptions and lost a tumble
during Monday night's 35-7 loss to Buffalo, was benched
for the second time in three games during the third quarter.

csivi

Roach rallies
for 16th place
at girls state
Staff, AP Report
The Murray High Lady
Tigers finished 10th in the
Girls State Golf Tournament
championship, while First
Region champion Joy Roach
rebounded on the second day
of play at the Elizabethtown
Country Club.
Roach fired an 85, shaving
seven strokes off her opening
day 92, and finished with a
177 — in a tie for 16th place.
The Tigers finished with an
827 overall for the two-day
event, good for 10th behind
state champ Sacred Heart
Academy of Louisville.
Stacey Foster fired a 209 for
• See Page 9
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Murray's Joy Roach finished
her high school career Wednesday with a 16th place finish
In the girls state golf tourney
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Hardaway hitting mark with O'Neal

SPORTS

BRIEFS

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — The
exhibition season hasn't even
begun and Anfernee Hardaway
already is causing Orlando Magic
fans to drop their jaws.
The Magic have had two public scrimmages during training
camp. Hardaway, booed when it
was announced the Magic had
traded for his rights, has changed
plenty of minds with his creative
ballhandling skills.
A master of the no-look pass
off the dribble, he is quickly
becoming adept at the lob pass,
and was credited with nine assists
in three quarters of one
scrimmage.
He tossed up three passes for
Shaquillc O'Neal that last year's

Trebelhorn named Cubs next manager
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Cubs hired Tom Trebelhorn as
the team's 11th manager in 11 years.
Trebelhorn, a Cubs coach and Conner Milwaukee Brewers manager, replaces Jim Lefebvre, fired Oct. 6 after leading the Cubs to
only their third season over .500 since 1972.
Trebelhorn beat out Cubs coach Tony Muser for the job. He went
422-397 from 1986-91 to rank first in Brewers history in victories
a•lid games. Muser was on his coaching staff from 1986-89.
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FROM PAGE 8
won pennants in 1980 and 1983,
but who would have believed
this?
Greene couldn't make it past
the third inning in a 14-3 loss in
Game 2, only to make sure the
Braves wouldn't make it to Game
7, where they beat Pittsburgh in
both 1991 and 1992.
Greene, now 14-1 in Veterans
Stadium since late 1991, figured
out every hitter but Jeff Blauser,
who had an RBI single and a
two-run homer in the seventh
when the Phillies already led 6-1.
"When you've been on the
ride as long as we've been, this is
disappointing," the Braves' John
Smoltz said. "It's frustrating not
to be going to the World Series."
Maddux, 6-0 after Braves' losses since the All-Star break,
walked Greene on a 3-2 pitch to
start the third — an invitation to
disaster. Lenny Dysktra, the. only
Phillie with a hit in every game,
singled to right.
Hollins, only 5-for-28 lifetime
against Maddux, coaxed a twoout walk to toad the bases, and
the Vet was rocking like it was
1980 again and Tug McGraw was
about to close out the Royals-.
Maddux fell behind 2-1 to
Daulton, and had to throw a 'fastball to a dead-fastball hitter.
Daulton pulled it down the right
field line for a double.— about as
many inches fai.r as Mark
Lemke's potentially decisive liner
was foul in the Braves' Game 5
loss — and Greene and Dykstra
—scored—standing lip.
"It was this close," Maddux
.said,—holding his fingers a few
inches apart. "Sometimes that's
all it takes."
Daulton's drive sent a message
that the grungy, throwback-to-the
'30s Phillies, an unshaven,
unkempt team of guts and beer
1 guts, had destiny on their side.
After all, this was a team which
supplied an MVP who didn't win
a game. Curt Schilling, the Phillics' starter in Games 1 and 5,
won the award despite taking a
no-decision in both extra-inning
victories.
Hollins hit a two-run homer in
the fifth to make it 4-1 and Morandini — yep, him again — had a
two-run triple an inning later.
Hollins' homer was the Phillies'
seventh; the Braves, the team
with three 30-homer and 100-RBI
men, hit only four.
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"Maybe now people will take
us seriously and give us some
respect," Hollins said, pointing
to the Phillies' 10-8 season's
edge over Atlanta. "It's not like
we beat an easy team."
Greene lasted seven innings,
allowing five hits, walking five
and striking out five, before
David West pitched the eighth.
That set the stage for the Wild
Thing.
Closer Mitch Williams had
taken three wild rides earlier in
the series, blowing two leads and
nearly a third, but this was a walk
on the mild side. He pitched an
uncharacteristic 1-2-3 ninth,
although he did throw one pitch
behind Bill Pecota.

so.

rookie of the year snatched above
the rim and dunked with crowdpleasing efficiency.
"Penny and Shay seem to play
off each other instinctively,"
Magic coach Brian Hill said.
"There's already a rapport there
that will only get better and better as we go along."
O'Neal, who led the NBA in
dunks last season, says he and
Hardaway won't really get on a
roll until the exhibition season,
which Starts Friday at Houston.
"I'd say we're about 80 percent effective right now,"
O'Neal said. "After a couple of
games in the exhibition season,
I'll know when he's going to
shcx)t and v.hen he's going to

Arkansas LB committs suicide
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— The Arkansas Razorbacks'
coaches and players know there
may be some difficult, emotional times ahead after senior linebacker Shannon Wright apparently took his own life.
Fayetteville police, responding to a call at 6:09 a.m. Wednesday, found Wright's body
behind the wheel of a vehicle in
the driveway of a residence,
police chief Richard Watson

FROM PAGE 8
win over the Lakers. And even
though Calloway has won just
twice this season, Buckley said
that's enough to have Graves
ready Friday when the Lakers

end. Billy (Mitchell) is doing a
good job with them."
Billy Mitchell would like to
sec his team get off to a good
start — something which .hurt the
Lakers in consecutive losses to
Dresden, Tenn. and to Fulton
County.
"We've really went back this
week and worked hard on fundamentals." Mitchell said, "We've_
put the pads-- on and tried to get

Visit.

"We've always had some great
games with Calloway," Buckley
said. "When Pookie Jones was
there, and then we had the game
when we won a playoff berth
with the long field goal at the

pass. He's hit with a couple of
passes when I wasn't looking
because I thought he was going
to shoot."
Hardaway, who often caught
teammates off guard during his
college career at Memphis State.
said he finds more of his passes
hitting the mark with the Magic.
"These guys are experienced,
they know when a pass should be
coming and how to handle it,"
Hardaway said. "I think that's
going to help me be a better player on the pro level than I was in
college."
What pleases the Magic coaching staff most is that Hardaway is
a pass-first, shoot-later player.
"He's so unselfish," said

The Arkansas sports information office said the football
team planned to travel by bus to
Fort Smith today to. attend
Wright's funeral. The entire
team will serve 35 honorary
pallbearers, while eight players
will be actual pallbearers.

back to basics. And hopefully,
we'll be ready to play when the
whistle blows."
Graves County features a wishbone option attack — and the
Laker defense has struggled
against running teams this
season.

Player says he didn't quit
"I felt like the punishment was
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)
— Junior cornerback _LaBarion— -uncalled -for,'' Rank ins soid.
Rankins, a second-year starter, "They (USM coaches) are looksays he didn't quit the Southern
Mg for excuses as to why we arc
Mississippi football team, as was
not doing this and that and I got
reported by the school Tuesday. fed up.
"I was kicked off," Rankins
"They wanted us doing sometold The Hattiesburg American.
rsaults, rolling I()0 yards down
Rankins said he and a few
the football field, all kind of stuother players had committed a
pid, military stuff. I got fed up. I
violation of team rules and had to just couldn't go through with it
and I'm sorry it was like that
be on the field at 5:30 a.m. Tuesbecause I love the game of—
day to run a series of drills as
football."
punishment,

"We've been playing a 4-3,
and we've made some changes in
our 50 scheme," Mitchell said.
"That's had a lot to do with it.
They (Graves) do a great job of
splitting you out, and calling
plays at the line of scrimmage.
But we have to take care of the
fullback first. That's something
that they are very successful
with."

assistant Bob Hill. head coach
with the Indiana Pacers last season. "His whole focus is on how
he can get the best shot for one
of his teammates.
"And you can sec that when
he makes the unselfish play, it
rubs off on his teammates. Everybody's willing to run the floor a
little harder if they know there's
a chance he's going to deliver the
ball to them."
"He's making the right pass at
the right time, that's what's been
most impressive to me," the head
coach said. "He's getting more
and more comfortable with our
players and our plays. It's obvious he's going to be a very good
player for us."

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

said. A police report said
Wright had been shot with a
.22-caliber revolver recovered
at the scene.

•Calloway..

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
Dtts ni King

901 Sycamore

WORLD SERIES
Satunley. Oct 16
ONlarierptsa at Toronto 779 p rn
Sunday. Oct 17
endatletprui at Toronto 729 p m
Tuesday, Oct II
Toronto at Pmiattacma 112 pm
Wedneedsy. Oct 30
To•o
,
o at On.‘adaipay 717 pm
Thursday. Oct 21
v orOnlo at Pn.tadetpha 717 pm
Saturday. Oct 23
PN4K14tro3ta at Toronto 712 p rn
Sundey. Oct 24
onuaOrnprka at Toronto 729 p m

753-8355

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

necessary
I necessary
.1 Necessary

PRO FOOTBALL
horoksy Oct 14
los Angtkiss jiants a, Atlanta 6 30 p m
Sunday. Oct 17
Clasegand at Gnonnat 12 p
moution al Ns* ingisn# 12 p m
Ns. CsOan• at Rtstourgn 12 pm
PN,sostprka at hew soh Gams 17 p m
Seam* et Diarist 12 pm
Vsashnglon at Phoiloil 3 pm
kanSalt Cdk at San Pogo 3 p m
San Ttanallco at amass
pm
OPP,Date &Mato inckanapols Many Nilo York
Jets CMcapo Green Bay hanneaota Tampa Bay
Monday, Oct IS
,crs Anilines Radars at Denser 4 pm

The top Twenty Fire teams m
AssooaNd
Pleat 1963 cotteps toollbal p04 vatn krst Paco yam
trt partynthssoll r•COrOS through Oct 9 total pants
based on 25 pants tor a hretpte(e rote through onra
pont lot a 751n piece sole and ranking 411 tne pm*
cue poll
Record Pte Pre
F tonda St 4611
600
549 1
2
3 Alabama (II
SOD
400 2
Notre Dame
413 4
600
4
5 I londa
)65 5
500
Orko
SOD
745 6
6 Nebraska
169 7
SOD
PonnSt
500
163
Mans
41 0
156 3
Ok shoals
073 10
500
ID Tennessee
027 11
510
1, Aniona
500
957 12
4 1 ,0
1-1
'3
ears
:
Trk4
'
WO 14
4 1-0
14 North Catottna
610
647 15
'5 V•risrsa
613 16
500
,
tg *icons!
SOD
516 21
1. *eV V'vas
470 24
500
IA Mcfkaan
320
4.51 .4
600
426 22
• C Wore&
474 20
320
71 Cautconta
5.1-0
346 16
22 UCi.A
3 20
267 25
212 17
23 1ous,lt.
5-10
Ill 73.
24 Sy'MVOS
II 1
▪
MuNgan St
310
142 Other. recenong not.. Kansas Stale 35 rndana
10 Clemson 29 Boston College 22 Eirphorn Young
,9 Army 1

I THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore

753-8355

Storey's Sport Shop
Buy — Sell — Trade

NEW ITEMS IN STOCK!
• Upperdeck Basketball
• Hoops Basketball
• Fleer Basketball
• Classic Basketball Draft Picks
• Topps Finest Baseball
• Fleer Flair Baseball

•Roach...

'S not,
else."
yards
iff was
yards.
tumble
:nched
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FROM PAGE 8
the Tigers, also getting better
on the second day by shooting
a 102, compared with a 107 on
the first day. Tory Holton,
who shot a 106 on the first
day, fired a 108 on Wednesday
to finish with a 214 overall.
Rachel Cella finished with a
237 (115-112).
Heather Kraus shot an
8-over-par 80 in the final
round to lead Sacred Heart to
the state title.
Kraus, who shot a 77 on the
first day, finished with a two.
round total of 157 to edge
Lexington Henry Clay's Sharon Park by two strokes for
individual honors. Park finished with an 80-79-159 on
the par-72 course at Elizabethtown Country Club. Kraus, a senior, finished
fourth in last year's tournament while Park, a junior, was
fifth. They were the top two
returning qualifiers.

OFF

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Frt. 10-7, Sat. 10-5 •
Sun. 12-5

ALL WARM UPS
& FLEECE SPORTSWEAR

502 Maple, Murray • 759-1214

For Men, Women & Children

ATHLETIC SHOES
Over 100 Selected Styles To Choose
For Men, Women & Children

DENNISON HUNT

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Racer Football vs.
Eastern Kentucky

'Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Saturday, 7:30 p.m.

Holland Motor Sales

Call 762-4895 For Tickets

East Main St.

753-4461

-

•

•••—••••••~4m..eboiror....a.....im.olb-••

11

•-• •••

;Pr

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
University Plaza • 1203 Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-8841
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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October is National Cosmetology Month
Li
Looking your best...
Your Key to Success"

Ad

DAVID RAMEY/Lmlger & Times photo
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry (left) signs a proclamation as part of National Cosmetology Month while Melissa
Parker, president of the Murray Affiliate No. 10 of the Kentucky Hairdressers and Cosmetologist Association
looks on.

Celebrate "Looking Your
Best...Your Key to Success"
with the National Cometolgy
Association (NCA) 40,000
members during October,
1993.
National Cosmetology
Month is the associations official, annual campaign promoting good grooming to the
American pubic. Cometologists from over 600 local NCA
affiliates through the United
States — hairdressers, men's
stylists, makeup artists, skincare specialists, cometology
school owners and nail technicians — are nail part of the
month long event, demonstrating that fashion change is an
essential part of personal

Tourney
benefits
Dreamers
Locally, the Kentucky
Hairdressers and Cosmetologist Association Murray
Affiliate No. 10 is Co.
sponsoring a golf tourney to
benefit the Dream Factory
this weekend.
The "Drivin* for Dreams"
Tourney is set for this
weekend at the Oaks Country Club.
Four-person teams will
be competing in the golf
scramble on Saturday at the
Oaks. The entry fee is $25
per person, and all proceeds
benefit the Dream Factory,
a non-profit organization
dedicated to fulfilling the
dreams and wishes of seriously ill children.
For more information,
contact Wanda Brown at
753-6263 or 753-8162.

SuCCCSS.

.oppii4
,
IP

"National Cosmetology
Month is the chance of a lifetime for cosmetology professionals to share with customers — old and new — the benefits of professional grooming
products and services," said
Roberta Albert, project director for National Cosmetology
Month. "This month long
observance is an 'invitation' to
America to become part of the
celebration
of
professionalism."
The month's official slogan
"Looking Your Best...Your
Key to Success" will be reinforced by NCA affiliate activities. Fashion presentations for
both men and women, hair
fashion and model-of-the-year
contests and newspaper, radio
and television interviews are
put c4f- the national taldende-r—
of events.

nized for their standards of
excellenge, proudly display the
NCA symbol.
Individual salons and local
NCA affiliates will hold special events to raise funds for
charities, including the association's LaFon Vanek
Emergency Fund, the official
National Cosmetology Month
charity. This fund was established in 1955 after floods
serverly damaged salons in
Pennsylania and New Jersey
and has been aiding disasterravaged salons with financial
support ever since.
Many local NCA-member
salons and cometology schools
will promote tours and career
day activities among civic
groups, such as scout councils,
schools and churches. Others
will donate their professional
services to hospitals, nursing
homes, rehabilitation centers
and senior citizen groups, providing expert "Looking Your
Best" advice in the ores of
beauty and grooming.
This year, NCA proudly
lends its support to the
Museum of Cosmetology Arts
& Sciences, a project of the
Cosmetology Advancement
Foundation.

Contemporary hairstyling
techniques, skincare treatments
and the latests in nail care will
be featured in nationwide
demonstrations. NCA member
salon owners and cosmetologists are available this month
to present "Looking Your
Best...Your -Key -to SiFccessprograms. NCA salons, recog-

The National Cosmetology
Association, headquartered m
St. Louis, has member affiliates in all 50 stes and the District of Columbia. It is the
largest association of cosmeo ogy prOfussiOnals -tn the
world.

DAVID RAMEWLeoger & times photo

Officers of the Murray Affiliate No. 10 of the Kentucky Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association include
Melissa Parker, president, Lori Falwell, secretary, Carol Hill, vice president and Leta Taylor, treasurer.

_

-7-ieil
Beauty Supply, Inc.
200C North 12th St.
National

Scroes
Paul Attu:tell
Rediuth

C°48
"
4 Nal Pmducts
"4"/WY "
Association
Graham Webb
Member • Kay Dalton Ditarty xenon

105 Discount For Senior Citizens & MSU Students
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Only

Hair Salon

Clatty's Classic Cuts

Murray

For The Entire Family
Complete Line of Redken Products
*4 Wolfe Tanning Beds
Open Tues.-Frl. 9-5, Sot 4-tCati 49-CURL-9 For AppL

Beau-ty Salon

(4attly Salon
C./
)
-tiro 13 15

Stylists:
Glenda Roherts • Shellie Barrow • Susi Hall
641 South • Uncle Jeffs Shopping Ctr. •

Carol Hill-Owner, Wanda Housden,
Lori Falwell, Delana McCuiston (part time)
—Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.—

Murray • 753-4582

601 S. 12th St.
Owners
Wanda Brown &Brenda Lawson '

Dabble Maple
Deem Blalock
Diane Darnell
Meal rerAwiessa
HaZgepla

753-5540

e,..•

715 S. 12th

Murray
753-1181

..<"
i

SINA

1A

HA". D

111
•

Patncia Miller, Proprietor

'Family Hoircare"
Al•to Beans - Ownsr & Stylist

Rebecca Graham
Cindy Cain
Mary Bogard
Monica Turner

I

Cutups

( wr 7

C•,
vAll‘rt.
" 6
314.•
rg) et%V.1.

Men - Women - Children
Suntan Bed Available • Eyebrow Waxing

Afeta's Beauty Satan

1600 Dodson Ave.
753-8282

Taylor
vickie singleton
Millie Tynes
Teresa Speed

SIGNS

...

iffV11131

• Perms • Coloring
l'/e Mass N. of KkItsey

•

Cuts • sets
4419-2401

Si A,C PE _,WAEN:

iiimatibc

Shelia White

co

ESSENTIALS

1W8 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray, Kentucky 42071

_

Country Cuts Beauty Shop
A Full Service Matrix Salon

(502) 759-1100

(502) 492-8305

4

206 5th St.. Hazel, KY

A4t._

Family Affair Hair Salon

10i

Melinda Mohler - Avner/Stylist

t
Hwy. 94 West
-.

Lynn Grove
•

Hair Works &
Golden Image

L to R Amy McKinney, Terri Walston. Karen Feagin, Lyn
Campbell-McKinney. Hope Hart (nail technician).

Karen's Hair Studio
121 N. Bypass

•

Well•Ino Welcome
Tues.-Sat. 8 a.m.-41 p.m.

753.38.88

Hours. Mon -Sat 10 a m -5 p m (after hours by appointment)

435-4030

_

1)01 Story Ave.• Murray • 7113•7414

"Styles Your Friends Will Envy"
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10-5 Later By Appointment
Dlsed Center • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0882

Center

COMPLIMENTARY MAKEOVER

Family Hair Care
Call For Our Low, Low Rates

Dixieland Center 'Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-6745

OP"

Tues.-Sat.

°
.4.
MARY KAY

BOBBIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Hwy. 121 N. to Hwy. 783 • 753-2081

20% OFF
Chang, your outlook with rich,
luxurious natural-looking color.
For a limited time, JCPenney
Styling Salon willtake 20% off
all color.
For the salon nearest you,
1-800-542-5565.
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"Your Family Hair Care Center"
Latest In Hair Cutting, Coloring, Perming. Etc.
rn.
g Bc
eh
d eA
givnaiultabst
le.. Murray

753-7132

'
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BEAUTY BOX
Dixieland

A111111111111111

753-6999
I

wmatrix• 1701

s

E

L'iilitb2-ziTik
111311,v7lzil
Vz)zwei,11)1143.

,
Wilson
Rebecca Bomar
Takina
patty Knott

AIR MASTERS

lIED

'11t•

489-2826

Member: Judith Daman

The

500 Maple Si • DONVIIDYM Murray
Hours 10-6 Tuesday-Saturday
Please Call For An Appointment

.

Jones - Beverty Warren
r

BEAUTY
SALON

Leta

753-MANE
Open: Mon.-Sat. 8:00-5:00
305 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071

MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN

l.;

Bta

r.

Body Waves, Root Perms, Spirals & Piggyback
North of Lynn Grove off 893 on Ruff Doren Rd. 436-4115

#

Helen

1

9460I Neal notaana•
Eaterin•

eanie 3-Waircare
"Specializing in Razor cute
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Judith Darnell's
Beauty Salon

WE

Styitaf

Phone
(502)753-5902

Open: Wed.-Sat.

Northside Sh, Center
Chestnut St.
753-3142

0.~
•

)

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Thank you for your business!

/

BRENDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP

Open
MondaySaturday

Serving Professionals for 47 Years

Ciany Curd, Ownor/Oporator
2 lillaa East State Line Rd. - Hazel, Ky.

75$-.4723

306 N. 4th St.

—
4, SiCO
_____
,
44.
-

f+
a 6- gheite /4.

759-1263

Cosmetology Scrum(

6
' Ezeds

We invite all licensed beauticians, barbers and
stylists to visit our Murray location.

_

Ask About Our
RevItal System

Susan Cunningham, Director

The Styling Salon at

753-2207

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills, Murray
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8

Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

STYLISTS
LeeAnn Filbeck
Melissa Glover

Nancy Lyday Hopkins
Brants Wommack
Peggy Mangrum

Diane Durr

Ann Marie Stalls

Pam Ruddie

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
or CALL 759-9811
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LAKE

14,

11

1993

and the
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A

Calloway County
Lakers...
SIMPLY THE BEST!
Murray 753-193:1
Hazel 498-8142

FOOTBALL

ndards of
lisplay the

and local
hold sixfunds for
the associVa nek
he official
gy Month
was estabter floods
salons in
esv Jersey
g disasterfinancial

With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities. contact:

CALLOWAY
at

#

Domino's Value Pizza

1

Carry-Out Ofq

#
#
1

1

1

1

1

1

Graves County

1
I

e
#

i

Life trssurance Society
is... Mika Oriaa. Mairrollia

1

$
1
0"

Your choice of one topping only

Expires 12-31-93

753-3030

I

1

e
#
#

1

NOBODY 1
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S a

Friday — 7: 30 p.m.
War Memorial Stadium

k - member
gy schools
3nd career
3ng civic
t councils,
es. Others
rofessional
s, nursing
in centers
.oups, proking Your
e arcs of
1g.

proudly
t to the
)logy Arts
!ct of the
ancement

S
CHEVRON
111110•6=042:11=-

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

•Self Service •Full Service
'Major Brand Oils
('heron Card, Major Creett Cards & Amencan Express Accepted
"Qualify Service at Corn petal!. e Prices"

201 S. 3rd St.

South 12th • Murray • Moak &allow, Mgr. • 753-1615

smekology
artered m
ber affilid the Dish is the
31- cosmeT1T thc

Compliments of

let
:
so

TACO'BELL

DAVID RAMEY Ledger a Times photo

Calloway County's Jody Kelso runs upfield during action earlier this season. Kelso and the Lakers will travel
to Graves County for a Class AAA contest against the Eagles, who are currently 7-0 and own wins over
Mayfield, Tilghman and Hopkinsville.

753-8758

63-5902

ell's
on

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

mall

Proudly
supporting
our Racers,
Lakers and
Tigers for
the past
65 years.

Iran

,ovi Waxing

'(on

ROW

S

• Sets

409-2401

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

Shop

awl. KY

admen*
53-0882

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees Bank of 9-faze(

WER
Our
tern

701 Main Street

Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

Calloway Offense
Sr.
C- 57 James Todd
Sr.
OG- 76 Brian Evans
• Sr.
OG. 55 Lucas Cherry
Jr
OT- 65 Todd Forsyth
Sr.
OT- 78 Marc Fain
Jr
TE- 9 Tyler Bohannon
Jr.
SE- 40 Brad Lowe
So.
OB. 1 Sam Arnett
HB- 22 Brandon McCuistion . Jr.
Sr.
WB- 80 Wes Cogdell
Jr.
FL- 19 Jody Kelso

Graves Defense
RE- 42
RT- 67
NG- 68
LT- 88
LE- 38
LB- 1
LB- 4
SS- 2
FS- 5
CB- 22
CB- 9

Eddie Feegin
Joe Alexander
Phillip Elder
Michael Burnette
Mike Gills
John Barber
Jody Goatley
Jason Goatley
Richie Floyd
Trey Delk
Jason Tubbs

Sr
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.

tins

"DON'T DRINK
8 DRIVE!"

Calloway Defense
NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSS
FS-

63
57
76
65
40
44
33
24
41
3
9

Dallas Rice
James Todd
Brian Evans
Todd Forsyth
Brad Lowe
L.T. Osgood
Tim Brickey
Tim McDaniel
Mike Arnett
Tim McGrewt .
Tyler Bohannon

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Graves Offense
OBFBHBHBTERIAGCLGLTSE-

1
42
8
31
86
57
55
73
71
76
5

John Barber
Eddie Feegin
Jason Tubbs
Michael Hayden
Jamie Williams
Jamie Jones
Matt Smith
Jarod Fite
Jason Fite
Tim Green
Richie Floyd

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.

Good Luck
Lakers!
i
fV

! i14 , 41,11
}:1141r.•ri • ,

Southside Center • 753-13S3

GEE
PLUMBING
Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray

492-813

753-2207

ney

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

TM

tone

753-2111

Good Luck
Lakers!
from

HOLLAND
TIRE COMPANY
"We Carry A Large Selection
Of General Take-Off Tires."
East Main St. • 753-5606
ar01,
,ye Mon.-Frl. 8-5; Sat. 8-12

Jerry McCoy, Owner
101

Po

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

Tackle A Pizza
At Gatti's.
Stop by before
or after the
game for our
- All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza- & Pasta
Buffet!

Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

Racer's
Coastal Mart

Chestnut St.

753-8858

1.11
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1 1IlII 1 1 1

1.
1.
1.

Equipped -gm
Not Stripped

I.

1.
1
•
I.
1.
1.
1.
1.
I.
1.
I.

1994 Chevrolet S 10
Blazer Four Door

I.
1.
I.

1.
I.

4 to Choose
From!

1.
1.
I.
i.

I.
I.

mom=

I.
1.
1.
1.
1.
I.
1.
1.
I.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
I.
I.
1.
1.
1.
1.

-

°°
2,71 248

List $20,941
Discount & Rebate

$18322852
4.3 Liter Enhanced Engine
4 Speed Automatic
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
Aluminum Wheels
Luggage Rack
Tilt/Cruise

1.

Rear Window Defogger
AM-FM Cassette
Reclining Bucket Seats
Floor Console
Electric Tailgate Release
Deep Tinted Glass
Overhead Console

I.

1.
II.
1.
1.
I.

7.
I.
a.
I.
1.

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company"

1.

Am.
EHEvRoLET

Gee.

PEPPERS

I.
1.
1.
1.

Hwy. 79 East • Lake Highway
2420 East Wood Street. • Paris
642-3900 - 1-800-325-3229

Prices are

1.
7.
1.
7

TciX, hue &trcerbe

1
III

1i1

I.

1111111

111111

111111

111111

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1114111

1

11111

1994
Plymouth Duster
7.
I.
I.
I.
I.

'F.
a.
a.
I.

I.

1.
I.
I.

List 11,73500
Discounts & Rebate 1 ,20400

I.
I.
I.

1.

4

'10,531'

Wee Care Child Development
announces participation in the
USDA Child and Adult Care Food
Program administered by the Kentucky Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no separate charge to enrolled participants
at the center and are provided
without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age or
handicap. If you believe you or any
individual has been discriminated
against in the Child and Adult Care
Food Program. write to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. 20250.
Participants eligible for free and/
or reduced price meals must have a
complete application with documentation of eligibility information which may include a Food
Stamp or AFDC case number, or
actual household member and income information.
If you have questions regarding
the program, please contact Gale B,
Cornelison at 753-5227.

AMY WILSON(Leoge• rwrios photo
Calloway County Middle School students (from left) Mitch Craig, Brandi
McDermott, Jason Tichvell and Brad Arnett examine information they
have compiled in preparation of a radon-testing survey. As part of a
project in David Foley's enrichment class and In conjunction with the
4-H Club of Kentucky, the students are Inviting parents to participate
In the tree science experiment which will determine amounts of radon
found In their home. Radon is an odorless, colorless and tasteless gas
produced by the normal decay of uranium and radium.

Scouts search for used uniforms to defer costs
identity as a Boy Scout." United
Recent success in organizing new that may be donated and turn them
Way funds will be utilized to help
Boy Scout troops has created a over to the Boy Scouts.
meet needs for cleaning, repair, and
special need within the Four Rivers
the purchase of insignia to complete
An emphasis will be placed on
Council, Boy Scouts of America.
the Scouts earning their uniform in the uniform package for a descrying
The Council serves more than 3,100
sonic manner, by helping in com- new Scout.
youth members in nine western
All types of Scout uniforms, both
munity service, either with the SalKentucky counties, three southern
youth and adult sizes,from any time
Illinois counties and South Fulton, vation Army or through the Boy
period (the Boy Scout uniform
Scout council. Four Rivers Council
Tennessee. A search is on for used
changed design in the mid-1980's),
Cub Scout and Boy Scout uniforms, Scout Executive, Ambler Brown,in
to help defer costs for Scouts who announcing the drive for used un- are needed. Scout officials hope
people formerly active in Scouting,
iforms stated, We have a significmight not be able to afford the price
who may still have used uniforms in
ant growth occunng in our Boy
of a new uniform.
their closets or in storage would
Scout program, primarily among
In the past three months, several
make them available at this time, to
Boy Scout troops have been organboys from less affluent means. We
be used by a deserving new Scout or
ized. In Paducah, Burks Chapel
are committed to provide the Scoutadult leader. Uniform donations
ing program in a wriy that money
AME Church starteal Troop 635 in
will be accepted at the Salvation
will not be an obstacle, but neither
August with nine new Boy Scouts.
Army collection point, 1128 Woadwill it be a welfare program. The
The Paducah Housing Authority
way or the Boy Scout office at 825
boys who receive the uniforms will
reorganized Troop 63 in September
Joe Bryan Drive, in Paducah. Poi
earn them, maintaining their pride
at Elmwood Court with eleven
more information, call 443-6461.
Scouts now active. Troop 556, and a sense of value in their new
chartered in '1990 to Washington
Street Missionary Baptist Church,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
continues to grow, with 12 Scouts
currently registered.
Additionally, Troop 91 was
started- in September at Joppa First
United Methodist Church, in southemploy special measures to overcome
ern Illinois, and Troop 87,chartered South dealer.
a seemingly certain trump loser.
in August to Seaboard Farms of East-West vulnerable
South had opened the bidding
NORTH
Mayfield, is up to 19 Scouts from
with--thres--spades,--to-whk-11--NogUa•A
the Sedalia community in Graves
responded five notrump. This was
V A7
the grand slain force.directing South
county. The Boy Scout program is
•
AK
10
75 3
to bid seven spades with any two of
growing dramatically as these new
•A K 8 4
the three top spade honors. South
troops have been organized. The
WEST
EAST
council's 37 Cub Scout packs, lo- + 7
had no choice but to obey, and SO bid
•.1 98 2
cated at nearly every elementary •K 10 98 5 3
the grand slam.
•Q .1 4 2
school in the region,just completed •J 6 2
Ordinarily, South would have
•Q 8 4
made 13 tricks easily. But when he
new member recruiting in Septem- * 10 9 2
•
Wok the ace of hearts, the ace of
ber. All Scouts are anxious to wear
SOUTH
spades,ruffed a heart and played the
the official Boy Scout uniform
•K Q 106 5 4 3
king of spades, he learned that East
when they join, hut some are unable
•6
had started with .7-9-8-2 of trumps.
•9
to purchase new uniforms.
Declarer was now compelled to
46Q 6 5 3
The Four Rivers Council, as an
for a trump coup, which offered
try
agency member of United Way and The bidding:
the Only chance to escape a trump
North East
in cooperation with another United South West
loser. This meant he had to reduce
Pass
5 NT Pass
Way agency, the Salvation Army, 3+
his trump length to that of East by
7+
would like to locate used uniforms
rafing two of dummy's diamonds.
Opening
lead
ten
of
hearts.
to help those Scouts in need acquire
Accordingly.South led a diamond
a uniform. The Salvation Army has Some of the most sophisticated
plays in bridge are forced upon de- to the king and ruffed a low diamond
agreed to help collect used uniforms clarer by the conditions he faces. (reducing his trump holding to Q- 10Here is a case where South had to 6),then played a club to the king and
ruffed another diamond (reducing
his trump holding to the Q-10 over
East's J-9).
When South now returned to
dummy with a club to the ace and
started to run dummy's remaining
diamonds, East found himself in a
hopeless position. Declarer was cerWin to win the rest of the tricks,
regardless of when East elected to
ruff.
So South made the grand slam by
refusing to give up when Westshowed
outoftrumps.The unlikely 4-1 spade
division forced him to execute a trump
coup.
Tomorrow: Test your defensive play.
C 1993 King Features Syndicate. Inc

Tiny Strokes Fell Great Oaks

Black Glass Oven Door

30" Electric Range

r. 7-414e-7,aske

2.5 Liter

Fog Lamps

Air Conditioning
Console

Remote Liftgate Release
Light Group
AM /FM Cassette

Rear Defroster

Tachometer

Floor Mats

Delay Wipers

Tinted Glass

Day care center
to offer meals
to participants

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
114 CAS\
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CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH - DODGE - JEEP EAGLE, INC.
2400 E. Wood Street
(901)642-5661
_7
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Paris, TN
1-800-748-8816
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$3°nY9
FREE Normal

Installation

RCA Attractive&Affordable
Murray Appliance & TV
'Your General Electric, 4enn Air & RCA Appliance Dealer"
212 E. Main St.
75:1-1586

Carafe Gift Pack Ind 32-oz
coffee carafe, two 8-oz cups
goe/GP
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2.4 Hour

Service

CAR
WON'T RUN?

CALL #1

McClard's •

gr.1111/

753-9132
Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
needs, contact'

'imips "So

g, Brandi

lion they
part of a
with the
articipate
of radon
eless gas

0.4 TIGER eis
FOOTBALL

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

GO
TIGERS
GOM
Tony Boyd

759-1542

Ceruned Insurance Counselor

FORD
MERCURY

MURRAY HIGH

LI NCOLN
Proudly
supporting

VS.

our Racers,

Lakers and
Tigers for
the. past

Cairo, III.

•
Woodmen

65 years.

of the World
Life Insurance Society
tfame 0191ce: Omaha Nierraslus

." United
xl to help
epair, and
complete
deserving

irms, both
iany time
uniform
J-1 980's),
ials hope
Scouting,
iiforms in
ge would
is time, to
v Scout or
donations
Salvation
28 Broadice at 825
ucah. For
143-6461.

Tim Scruggs, RC
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Manta,Murray
753-4377

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Friday — 7: 30 p.m.

701 Main Street

753-5273

Ty Holland Stadium

A Taste of Home Cooking

6S
CHEVRON

p.m.
Catfish Dinners
Pc. $4.95
3 Pc. $5.95
All You Can Eat $7.25
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9

2

10 oz. Ribeyes

_

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits .8L Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

•Self Service •Full Service
•Mitjor Brand Oils

RUDY'S
• Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m., Frt. 5:30-9 p.m.
Stif,. 3-9 p.m., Sun. Closed

Cheiirtin Card, Major Credit Card. it American Express Accepted

'Quality Sert ice at Compel'
Prices
South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr. • 753-1615

wercome
loser.
bidding
;h—Notzt.h—
rhis was
ng South
ly two of
South

GO
TIGERS!

Crtitt-r,

Prescription Specialists
Fast Friendly Service

759-9245

ind so bid

"Over 45 Years Service"
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trumps.
pelled to
h offered
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f East by
imonds_
. diamond
diamond
z to Q-10king and
reducing
4-10 over
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$7.50

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540

Good Luck
Tigers!
From Your Friends At...

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 Nra I? 411,riiiret • MiirrAy KV V071
r.I12) MI 4612
We stand on the strength of our service

I slam by
tt,showed
4-1 spade
ea trump

M•411,1nr

DAVID

Murray Offense
C. 55 Willie Wells
OG0GOTOTTESE0BFBTBFL-

69
67
62
64
44
9
15
32
4
2

Jon Bell
Gene McDonald
Adam Blalock
Chad Caldwell
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Brent Keller
Mitch Downey
Chris Cheaney
James Curtis

Cairo Defense
Sr.
So
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

DEDTNGDTDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

Asom
Ad
iNAPA
vowow

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
1300 N. 12th St.

NGDTDTDEDELBLBCBCBSSFS-

80
62
44
9
69
64
32
22
5
25
4

T.J. Myhill
Adam Blalock
Robert Weatherly
Ted Booth
Jon Bell
Chad Caldwell
Mitch Downey
Kevin Knight
Chris Allen
Victory Perry
Chris Cheaney

65
45
51
33
64
41
34
83
21
8
82

Stacy Irish
Deon Cherry
Joe Franklin
Joshua Duncan
Andre Williams
Brad Hornburger .
Fred Irvin
Greg Gary
Rod Beard
Elvis Little
Aviva Martin

Sr.
Jr..
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.

Cairo Offense

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

C- 51
RG- 63
RT- 74
LG- 64
LT- 65
RE- 83
LE- 40
QB- 1
FB- 31
HB- 20
HB- 45

Joe Franklin
J.P. Childers
Alan Lewis
Andre Williams
Stacy Irish
Greg Gary
Ronnie Jackson
Carlos Barber
Marcus Beard
Corey Cross
Deon Cherry

Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

753-4424

GO TIGERS!

LAUNDRY

M&T Painting
ontractors

CLEANERS

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

I.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Free Estimates

753-9382

753-0487

Petal NpuI

9aiamy ?lawn

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Inous

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th (tv•xt se

GO
TIGERS!

BOONE

Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-1

RAMEY Ledge' & i.mes photo

Murray's Chris Cheaney heads upfield during last week's 42-0 win over Fulton. Cheaney tallied 204 yards on
12 carries for the Tigers, ranked No. 3 in the state in Class A by Associated Press.

Murray Defense

sive play.
, Inc

12th & Olive
Mw-ray

mcDonakr0759-9888

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.
"Quality That tVill Please"
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719
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030 -.
040
050
I. %ILIA

190
370
390
400 ...
550 .

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
....... ...Produce
.. ........ Feed & Seed

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

_Domeier & Childcare

54o

For Trade

090
100.

Situataon Wanted
Business Opportunity

5bo

.Fr,. Column

570

Wanted

Instruction

110. ..

Extsrmineeng
Business Services

230
250
290
530

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
529

Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
Ilt•N!.1•01tIAIltIN
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

250

2,000 sq. /1.
Bel Air Center
Call 753-4751

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age ttil.
Our most corriprehen
srve policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Mecbcare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

For Ire*
Information call:

15' 43'
Note of Thanks
My husband and
I wish to thank our
friends and neighbors for the kindness and sympathy
shown to us during
the illness and
death of my mother
Doris Drushler. We
appreciate the beauflowers,
tiful
plants, food, cards,
prayers and acts of
love. May God's
blessings and peace
be with you all.
Pant &

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ferry
Kelly

-6,ee ,oca ci air" serv cir

i am looking for a gentleman that helped me on
09'0293 when I fell at a
local grocery store in Murray KY Please contact my
husband, Harvey Rambo at
436 2915 any day before
8am or after 9pm Thank
you so much for helping
me you were very kind

VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash, PO Box 224, McKenzie, TN 38201

LOST Keys with large
shiny silver ring Reward
753-7124 after 5pm
060

Help
Ranted
VIDEO Production Specialties has been preserving
3 PERMANENT SALES
memories since 1984 You
POSITIONS IN YOUR
can have YOUR home mo
AREA with a National Forvies, slides, or photos
500 Company We will
transferred to videotape tune
start you with $1600 a
with confidence Call
month guarantee,send you
Donna Darnell 759-9246
to school a minimum of 2
weeks, expenses paid,
train you on the pob To
qualify. must be 21, sportsminded and bondable Outstanding hospitalization
and 401K plan furnished
Send resume to CICA
3000 Alvery Part Drive
West, Suite 117. Owensboro, KY 42303
Open under new

ITS FREEI Our color brochure reveals the money
making secret that a en
hancing the lives of thousands of people No obligation Call 24 hours
1 800 998-0881
MUMS FOR SALE Beautiful colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right 1st house
on right 435 4020

WANTED

Deer Hunters

Lee's Custom

STRESSED OUT? Theraputic massage relieves
tension relaxes sore muscles assists weight loss
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753-3801
$35/hr house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist

Deer Processing

management in Mid
way on 641 South of
Murray.

Business Rentals

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartment. For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

443

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

460

Homes For Sale

360

436-2968

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west m Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sq nos Road, nets on Sfq Hale Road 114 nsls
:10•1-01404fioncireszarioN

P.O. Boa 1033

Murray

America's Secoud Car

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1 -800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80

No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a law questions you may qualify for
preferred vales Below are a taw monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 Policy

FEMALE

g65
age

18 28
23 32
3140

$856
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20

75

41 48

31 24

air 50
age 55

aloe 60

age

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

/

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-41911

MatIonwkle TOIL FREE

260

TV & Radio
Pets a Supplies

2E$R, unit
Pt/a, $205
No pees

MOBILE
fer•nce
436-2162

SHADY
electric or
Wig too
230

Ai

NEW co
Trans he
accept la
ter 7pm •

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A "2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

1400-455-4199

Ott

4 CAR ga
paved lot

211

ion

Artleiss
Fee Ileis

Miscellaneous

A. SUPERIOR Co needs 3
licensed agents in immediate area Commissions,
bonuses. training, leads, &
full benefits package Send
resume to RI 5 Box 277,
Mayfield, KY 42066

DRIVERS KLLM Inc Wal
ton KY terminal adding
equipment and hiring OTR
drivers'teams with recent
exp to run 48 States and
Canada 1 800 925 5556

PART lime positions for
general office work & sales
Apply in person Oakwood
Studio Dixieland Shopping
Center Murray

ous about your own future,
then you should investigate Water Doctors International of Kentucky &
Southeast Indiana
502 499-2057

USED 50 & 54 cal Muzzle
loaders, deer nSes. SKS &
variety of handguns Also
buy used guns Ph
436-5650 after 6pm

BAHAMA CRUISE! 5
days/4 nights under
booked! Must Sell!
$279/couple Limited tick
ets (407) 767-8100 ext
4395 Mon Sat 9am lOpm

DRIVERS Over the Road
A. Superior Co needs 3 Van,Flat 35 States 1yr ex
persons in immediate area perience verifiable start
Commissions bonuses 25-28 cents mile with 3 yrs
Call
training. leads, & full bene Benefits
fits package Send resume 1.800-444 6648
to Pt 5 Box 277 Mayfield DRIVERS SHORTHAUL
KY 42066
OPPORTUNITIES
CONVENANT TRANS- Sellersburg IN 300 new
PORT THE ROAD TO trucks, home weekly, exYOUR FUTURE LAST cellent pay laenefiM sign
YEAR OUR TOP TEAM on bonus assigned trucks
anytime
OVER Call
EARNED
$85.000 Starting at $ 27 to BURLINGTON MOTOR
$ 29 Per Mile with plus CARRIERS
bonuses to $ 38 per mile, 1 800 JOIN BMC (Ext
Solos welcome-Spouse 105) EOE Drug Screen
Rider Program TruckDrivBP, 119 E
ing School Graduates EASTSIDE
Main pan time help Apply
Welcome-Paid Insurancein person No phone calls
Motel, Layover PayLoading/unloading- EXPERIENCED cook for
Vacation, deadhead Pay morning & afternoon shift
REQUIREMENTS Age Apply in person at
23-1yr verifiable over-the- Granny's. 1006 Chestnut
road-Class A CDL with Ha- Murray
zardous Materials
HAIRDRESSER wanted
1-800-441-4394
for booth rental Call Hair
DO you need a GED? Do Work & Golden Image, ask
you need hope for the fu- for Joyce 753-7455
ture and help to get a solid
career'? We have 22 JOB HEATING & Air condition
openings for people 16 thru ing service technician &
21 that are not full time high installer Must have expen
school students Call ence Good benefits Call
753-9378 Frye days a week 606-236-8787 (Danville)
between 8 00am-3 00pm J B HUNT SGreat Pay5 If
We are an EOE This pro- you are looking for a career
Oct is funded by the West- that will pay you some of
ern Kentucky Private In- the best rates on the roads
dustry Counal-JTPA
and give you great benefits
DRIVERS-ACT is adding too, find out more about
new trucks, good pay, ben- driving OTR for J B Hunt
CALL
efits. home frequently, rider Transport
plan, lyr OTR or school 1-800 845 2197 If you
and 6mo OTR experience. have a CDL call
Call KY/IN 800-320-4228 1800-368 8538 EOE
Subject to Drug Screen

Attention Murray!

POSTAL JOBS
Start Slitehr •benefits
Ear application & into ,call
14216)424-6604 7a in to
10 pin , 7 days

. having difficulty sleeping
. having problems controlling your
genet

Lat the ILLII3U4ATIfYI HEALTH CENTER be the•11114•07 fee you!
We offer•unique and progroesnospproach to health and wellness
that uses natural, nontoxic remadicio herbal formulas. Onental
medicine's, and nutritional evaluation.
*Migraines •Depreasion
•Allergios
•High Blood Preuure
.P11S
•A1DS
*Parkinson's Disease
*Asthma
•Chranic Infections
°Thyroid Problems
'Cancer
*Heart Disease
Learn the value of nutritional. and NATURAL therapies
Try • FREE visit with this ad. There's no obligation. For honest,
reliable answers to all your health needs, don t wait. Call TODAY.

898-8582

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Ugly Duckling

MALE
81116
1408

Le&a.

Firewood
.....
.... Musical
Miscellaneous

Business
Opportunity

YES?

753-0466

For Rent or

210
220
240

25e per word 25.00 minimum 1st
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(hes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Help
Wanted

ARE YOU...

I 1.,1 PQM IC

Laans

300

Reader Ads:

Help
Wanted

43 PEOPLE needed to lose
weight now! Totally new
breakthrough product
Natural
1 00%
502-569-1701

tired and run down
chronically sick
irritable, degromod

OPEN I

. For Sale Or Lutes

420...Horne

ping Guide)

Computers
120
........ For Sale Or Trade
130
140 ..................Want To Bey
150 ..............
Articles For Sal*
155 .......
Appliancs•
Horne Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
170
Vacuum Cleaners
ISO
Sewing Mutunes
195...................Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment

Mobile Horne, For Sale

365 ..

06n

FOE LEASE
Retail Space

GRANDPA'S Chili Be a
Hero in your neighborhood
Finest Award Winning
Southern Recipe, Held
Secret for years!
1 800 403 7786. PO Box
282 Lake Hamilton, AR
71951

270

Display Ada
ma Dissent hid Itaa.
110% Aeneas ird Rua.
(All 3 Ada NMI las Mona • Day Ferialt
II 75 lsr relses tub cure fez Tuesday f Stop

Hs*
Wanted

of Thanks

DRY clean your carpet, rent
the fast & easy Host Dry
Cleaning System Call to
reserve a Host Machine at
Black's Decorating Center.
701 S 4th St Phone
753 0839

4
\t) lit ii \•111,

25.00 Column inch

& meter
man RE

800-2200
RE 753-5

Card

DON'T miss the exciting &
scary spook room at the
Hitching Post in Aurora
Sign up for the drawing for
scarecrow The Hitching
Post Hwy 68, Aurora
Open daily 9am-5pm

Mobile Horns* For Rent

285 Mobile Horne Lots Fur Rent

030

AURORA Pizza Magic Gerwine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open WI yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8 1 1 9.
Tues
1 800 649-3804

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

responsible Windy one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
a.m.-5 p.m.
so corrections can be
mm.-I2 p.m.}immediately
reads.

REAL ESTATE •••1

E•i•TAL E RENTAL

\

MIS4'ELIA•1 01. .
S

MI•I

060.

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8
Saturday 8

FARMERS MtHIKEI

1.‘111Legal Notice
NoUu
. Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

%%Mil

Home MI

Advertisers are requested to check the
first amanita oftheir ads for say error.
The Murray Ledger & 11mes will be

753-1916

2 & 38R,

•

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
010

Master Card

The Murray Fire Department has a vacancy for the
position of Clerical Worker, Grade 6, Salary
Range $9,249-S16,165 depending on qualifications, 40 hour work week, retirement and insurHTICe benefits. Computer skills required. Job
descriptions and applications are available in the
City Clerks Office, 207 South 5th Street, Murray,
KY. and will be accepted until Wednesday.
October 20, 1993, 4:00 p.m.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer operating under an Affirmative Action

Plan. Drug Screening and physical examination
required for successful applicant.
Pat Scott
Fire Chief

The Murray Board of Education is currently

accepting applicationsfor the following position:
Chapter 1 Reading & Math Aide
Teach Chapter I reading & math at Murray
Elementary School. Maintain accurate,
complete, and correct records including all
Chapter I reports. Work cooperatively with
Chapter I coordinator, elementary principal,and teachers.Pull-time for remainder of
1993-94 school year.
Preference will be given to:
Certified Teachers
Elementary Education Majors
Certified Teacher's Aides and
Early Childhood Aides with CDA
certificates
Interested persons should submit an application to:
Dr. Bob Lewis
Murray Board of 'education
014 Poplar Stroot
Murray. KT 42071

LANDMARK Community
Newspapers Inc seeks
ideal candidate with college
degree, experience in ad
vertsing sales, marketing
ad design and computers
for Louisville Sales Development Manager Send re
sume to Bonnie Gray PO
Box 549 Shelbyville. KY
40065 Equal Opportunity
Employer
LICENSED LIFE
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED Quality products
high commissions with advance before issue lead
system and benefits (Must
quality for advances & ben
Call
efits)
1-800-252.2581
LOOKING for 2 people that
would like a career oppor
tunity in sales with a local
well established firm
Please mail your resume
to PO Box 1042 Murray
KY 42071
MAGAZINE Advertising
Sales Murray Spotlight
straight commission Mail
resume to Copy Plus 1411
Main St Murray KY 42071
MEAT department em
ployee needed part time
Apply in person at Save A
Lot Grocery Store So 12th
NEED extra money for
Christmas'? Join our corn
pany today Earn $6 to $8
an hour Be your own boss
today
Call
1-800 FOR AVON
NIGHT manager trainee
position available fa full
service video super store 5
nights per week, some
Sunday's 25 plus hours
per week pay dependent
on capabilities and expen
ence Apply in person 702
N 12th, Murray 753 4663

PART time fob 20-30 hours
per week cleaning raking
mowing general handy.
work 753 239
PART time sales clerk posi
ton available retail experience preferred Apply at
Mr Tuxedo 304 E Main St
PART time childcare provider for two 3yr olds in my
home, afternoons Monday
thru Thursday Some light
housekeeping requested
References required Good
working condition Would
prefer mature college student Reply to PO Box 3,
Murray KY 42071
PERSONAL aide, room
board $200 week cleared
388 2641
PHARMACY Technician,
full time experience preferred Send resume to PO
Box 1040 C. Murray, KY
42071
POSITION available Full
time person to train as assistant manager Must
have neat appearance Be
able to talk to people, experience with furniture and
electronics a plus Must be
physically capable to make
deliveries Apply in person,
702 N 12th Murray
753-4663
SAFETY Advisor,
$2150mo Company will
Call Mon Fri,
train
9am-1pm
only
615-399-8269
SERVERS bartender
needed Apply Green
Turtle Bay in Grand Rivers
Call Becky 362 4444 after
5pm
WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Paris, Tn
Cafe
901 642 4297 7pm-2am
WANTED babysitter for 7yr
& 5yr old every other
weekend 436-5066
WANTED Fraternity house
coot'. Will be responsible
'or fixing breakfast & lunch
for 20-25 people, Monday
thru Friday Call Alpha
Gamma Rho 759-9011
WANTED R & B female
singers to form a group
Must be over 18 and know
iedgeable of some musical
sk,lis Call 901 644 1791
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info
call
more
219 794 0010 ext 7159
aam 8pm 7 days
070
Domestic
& Chtdcare
ATTENTION working pa
rents! Can take tote child
ren for after school care I'm
a Christian woman with
good references Prefer
children that get out of
school between 2 30-3pm
Please call 759-9739
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Cal
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit in my home
References supplied
753-6936
040
Position
Wonted

ALTERATIONS and reOFFSET PRESSMAN, pairs Rental gowns &tuxeopening for an experienced dos Ruth's See and Sew,
web pressman Excellent Country Square, 1608 N
benefit package Salary de- 121 Murray 753-6981
pending on experience
ily SEWING jobs wanted, inSend resume to
cluding formal wear
96012,
Box
PO
News,
Bowing Green, KY 42102 753-1061
or caN 1-800-5996397
100

OLAN MILLS has several
immediate openings No
expenenc necessary Call
Marc 753-6706 ext 354 between 9am•1pm &
5pm-9pm Good extra money for Christmas Equal
Opportunity Employer
WF

Business
p0—
OPPORTUNITY' Opportunity! Opportunity! If you
want to be in business serving the automotive field,
have the knack for working
with your hands & are seri-

,
•
...
•,•••••

USED office furniture
desks chairs & file ca
binets See at 405 So Stti St
or call 753-7668 days

GATLINBURG Sum
mit Breathtaking mountain
top views fireplace balInstruction
cony, kitchen, clubhouse
BECOME A PARALEGAL ROUND trip plane ticket, pool facuzzis Honeymoon,
Join America's tastes direct to Tampa from Nash- Weekend Specials! Indmgrowing profession Work ville 10/26pm to 10/31pm dual units rented by
with attorneys Lawyer in- $200 or best 'offer Call Schwigert Enterprises
Free
Brouchure
structed home study The 435-4027
1-800242 4853 (205)
finest paralegal program
available FREE Cata- SMALL wood desks 988 5139
logue 800-362-7070 Dept 39-x21, many to choose
ROMANTIC CANDE•
from in light & dark finish
LL742
$25/ea See at 4th & Elm St LIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains Or•
or call 753-7668 days
120
clamed Ministers Elegant
WOLFF TANNING BEDS Chapel, Photographs FlorComputers
New Commercial-Home ets. 1.11TOS Videos Bridal
BM compatible computer Units From $199 Lamps- Suites with Jacuzzis No
Waiting No Blood Tests
286 40 mega byte hard Lotions-Accessories
drive 2 floppy drives Monthly payments low as Gatlinburg Tennessee
$18 Call Today FREE 1-800-933 7464
753-5447 after 5pm
NEW Color Catalog
SMOKY MOUNTAINS ME1 800-462 9197
140
MORIES Beautiful chapel
Want
in Gatlinburg Weddings
To Buy
simple to elegant Photographs Flowers Vid
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433 BACK In Bustn•ss eos Lodging Limo after 5pm
George Hodge 806 Col- Ordained Minister No
dwater Rd Used furniture & blood tests No waiting
CASH paid for good used
appliances -Will sell or 1-800-242-7115
rifles shotguns and pisbuy Also furniture hand
tols Benson Sporting
TIME share units and
refinished
campground memberGoods 519 S 12th
Murray
Distress salesI3ASSETT oak twin bed- ships
room suite, includes head- cheap! Worldwide seleCboards, night stand, 2 three tons Call VACATION NETdrawer chests with WORK U S and Canada
hutches, excellent c,ondi - 800-543-6173 Free rental
bon, $450 753-1176 after information 305-5635586
5pm
WEDDINGS
OLD—
REMODELING 711 couch, FASHIONED Candlelight
turoquome blue with gold ceremonies, outdoor wedstripe, like new condition. dings Mountain Chapel
$100 753-3065
overlooking river, new Gatlinburg Everything proTWIN mattress, good con- vided Accommodations
dition, best offer Spiegel Romantic Carriage Ride
'Dream' full feather bed Reasonable prices Charge
cover (bone). new. $75 Cards
accepted
753-8607 after 5pm
Heartland/
OFF
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697)
110

RETAIL c
S Side !
753-4509

WANT k
mobile I
Reasona

1BR turn
utilities
16041
/
2
753-0932

1 OR 2br
town Mu

2BR, 2
garage
Nov 1
753-989f

2BR apr
central gt
all appli
wd turn':
753 989f

2BR apt
automat,
posal
hookup
759.470:

2BR du(
Lease
ences
753-745]

NEW su
duplex
area 75

Going at
OfStorewide
Business
30•60s
—

-

'

Discount
Craft Supplies
DtdriaadCaser-Merray

Antiques
ANTIQUE sectional couch
excellent condition, $500
obo Antique Hi-Fi stereo
with cabinet speaker,$100
759-9835

250
Business
Servkes
K T I and Associates otter
irig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

141:31 Mos.-Sal.
Mobile
Homes For Sale

454 INTERNATIONAL
104 FT brake, Pro Two,for
diesel tractor 753-4053
vinyl siding 436-2701
SANDBLASTING. mobile,
2 ROOMS of good carpet
prompt service Call
for sale, tan in color Call
753-8756
759-1048

12x50, APPLIANCES, wid
hookup new underpinning,
plumbing wiring & floor
Kyle 653-4802 or
653-2951 business

2 WHEEL trader, ideal for
hauling 4 wheelers
753-6122 days 8am-8prn

12x60 2BR central Hift,
appliances $5000
759-4414

Heavy
Equipment

BOGARD trucking and ex- 28FT Case Fork Litt 71
cavating, Inc We haul top Ford 1 ton, new 220 Shp
sod, gravel fa dirt, white electric motor 492-8516
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CEMETARY LOTS 4 in
Murray, Ky. Memorial Gardens,
$ 1 000
502-247-7429
FOR sale or trade Ducks
CHEST of drawers with Unlimited S K B Mode
mirror, entertainment cen- 1900. 12ga automatic, speter, sofa/sleeper. 2 chrome cial engravings, 28' vent
tables, large old round table barred with 3 chokes, beauwith rolled feet 345-2749 Oful wood, gold trigger, new
in box, $625 negotiable
FAX Phone 50 Fax copier Call 753-7668 days
phone with super decurl
cutter. 16 number auto MOTORIZED threadmill
dialer, delayed transmis- 753-4053
sion polling, 10 page auto
210
feeder, LDC display, G-3
compatability. List $895 sell
Firewood
$400 753-7990
GOOD used wood furnace, A FIREWOOD for sale
will heat up to 10 room 437-4667
house. Call Robert Wiggins
753-4566 between
220
9am-5prn.

Musical

HARDWOOD flooring,
$1 29 per sq ft Also kin 5PC drum set. Maxwell
dned lumber. Delivered made by Pearls) 753-4053
502-526-2824
PIANO tuning. John
NEW metal siding & roof- Gottsdialk. 753-9600
ing GOYIM 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
210
and galvalume Secondary
available 489-2722 or
489-2724
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
POLE-Builders, contrac- CHURCH WEDDING tors, farmers! New manu- Smoky Mountains. Gatlinfacturer of metal & siding. bug Chapels (Sinai 1980)
Custom cut lengths, galva- No tests, No Waiting
lume, painted. Trim & ac- Pholograpy, music, flowcessories DAVCO Steel- ers, videography, recepDanville 1-800-474-4321. tions, limousines Honeymoon Suites (Fireplaces,
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
WHEAT straw, $1 25/bele Christian Ceremony Rev
489-2436
Ed Taylor 1-800-346-2779

14x70, 3BR 11
/
2 bath, all
electric central tea, utility
pole included 759-1713
CONCRETE runners, gutters, downspouts plastic
ground cover and central
air comes with all of our
double wides The best at
affordable prices Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc 2427 E
Wood Se Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891 Champion's 82 Single Lot Dealership in North America
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
the Southeast's Largest &
oldest dealerships of quality built, energy efficient
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
Lake Hwy 79E. Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891
MOBILE HOME LOANS.
mobile home financing
1976 and newer from
Green Tree financial, competitive rates, fast friendly
service Call for an applicatoday!
tion
1-800-221-8204
MOBILE horn, for saki or
trade, 12x65, 2a, 1 bath,
stove. refrigerator IL air
conditioner, $4000 obo
Cal 753-7668 days
TRAILER with 2 lots near
lake for sale Cali 436-2032
and leave message
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MURRAY LEDGER &
260
MoblW
Noses For Real

LEateB

2 a 38R Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water turnished Cole
man RE 753 9898

kds

2BR unfurnished central
It a $200erno plus deposit
No pets 474-2100

Inch
I.
Rama.

MOBILE home tor rent re
terences required
436 2162

• Day Pima )
rreley r Shea

Lds:

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking da
Lance to college 753 5209
2gn
Keating
And Cooing

LIZILMUM

lit
iay for each
day. $1 75
• Classifieds
e.) $2.00 ex-

ton
NEW condition 7
Trane heat & as unit Will
accept bids 753 1300 alter 7pm 489 2116

Prepaid

•equired to
Lo ad after

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
800 220050 ft
RE 7539896

ellansiew

CRUISEI 5
ights under
Must Sell ,
e Limited tick
767 8100 ext
Sat 9arn lOpm

BURG Sum
aking mountain
fireplace bat
hen clubhouse
!is Honeymoon
Speaals1 Indrie
ts rented by
t Enterprises
Brouchure
? 4853 (205)

Coleman

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612
310
Want
To Root
WANT to rent 2 3 or 4br
mobile home or house
Reasonable 762 4794

1BR furnished apt partial
utilities paid No pets
Miller Ave
1604 h
753 0932 or 753 5898
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

'IC CANDE
WEDDINGS
fountains Or
nisters Elegant
iotographs Flor•
Videos Bridal
h Jacuzzis No
lo Blood Tests
g Tennessee
7464

OUNTAINS ME
Beautiful chapel
iurg Weddings
to elegant
is Flowers Vid
Limo
iging
Minister No
ls No waiting
7115

are units and
und member)istress salesorldwide sele
/ACATION NETS and Canada
173 Free rental
305 563 5586

iGS
OLD—
ED Candlelight
S outdoor wed
wntain Chapel
river new Gat:verything pro
cornmodations
Carriage Ride
e prices Charge
accepted
tland ,
VOWS (8697)

kisineu
krirkes

Associates otter
*of investigative
Bel Air Center
or 436 6099

2BR 2 bath duplex with
garage $450 Available
Coleman RE
Nov 1
753 9898
2BR apartment like new
central gas heat central air
all appliances including
w•cl furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

390

ER-

Pots
& Simples

2BR duplex Ike new ap
chances furnished
$400mo Security deposit
required 753 6654 days
435 4480 nights

4 5BR evadable Nov 1
lease & security deposit
required 753 4109

FOR sale Syr old male
Siamese 8yr old male
Cocker Spaniel 2yr old fe
mate Chow 2yr old white
female cats All gentle &
loving 753 0789

bath
2BR townhouse 1
deck all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer dis
hwasher ceiling fans Free
lawn care Available
November 1 $435 mo
Coleman RE 753 9898
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3tx apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NICE duplex 2br central
ha appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE 2br home lakeview
wrap around deck 1 trod
horn boat ramp fishing
swimming area Minutes
from Murray in extra nice
subdivision $425/mo Call
527 9639
SPACIOUS nice 2br frame
house 1 mite east of Milo
ray Large LA & kitchen
utility room 2 fireplaces,
garage $350'rno plus de
posit lyr lease 753 0089

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40,mo 7594081
NORTHWOOD,Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

Livestock
& Supplies

All Dog

Grooming

FOR sale 2 registered U
mousin bulls Phone
489 2272

REGISTERED 2yr old
Quarter horse filly, out
standing bloodlines excep
tional looks broke gentle
lust needs finishing out
Call 753 6491 after 5prn

5 CUTE & adorable pup
pies 6wks old Bassett &
Dachshund father un
known $10 759 1217
AKC German Shepherd
puppies vet checked s w
Champion German bed
line black sire obedient &
temperament females
males $200
$175
901 642 9779
AKC registered *male Rot
?welter $300 obo Must
sell 753 5998
AKC Yorkers & Golden Re
trevers Champion blood
lines pedigrees & guarantees on all pups 32e 8092

4,1 man South

410
Ribec
Saw

Garage Sale
Dudley Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-7
Lots of children's clothing. crafts, books,
men's suits, ladies
coats lots of odds &
ends, pictures(1 Neal
Holland print)

am.-3 p.m.

5 Party
Garage Sale

ture frames good
Stanley
selection
merchandise at reduced prices

YARD SALE
Saturday
8- 5
121 N to Landfill Ad,
RI on Nidsworthy
Rd, 2nd house on
right

Yard
Sale

2 ctiessers mattress &
springs 3 bath !dos
sinks vanities kitchen
sink faucets twin bed
rocker Lawn mowers
antques & more ,

YARD SALE
502 N. 6th St.
Friday
8 am-No Earlier

Couchichair, end
lamps,
tables,
kids clothes, odds
& ends, stationary
bicycle

Hazel Turn loft at second 4-way stip. turn it
on OW Murry Pans Rd
look for signs
From 121 go to Old Her
ray Paris Rd. go about
5 miles look tor s•gns
34 win rws row maw da
at ma iron coo ire'
Nel fel um worter.
cow tan -4 arse

Flea Market
Oct 15-16-17
Al HillbIty Paddlers Flea
Marital In Aurora, Ky.
Antique lamps candle
holders her antique &
colleclOr ferns cold
drinks & snacks of all
Sorts Christmas decorations, wood & ceramic
ornaments and tools
Ask For Joe's Booth

3 Party
Yard Sale
Oct. 15 & 16
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
5 miles from Murray
641 North to 464 Turn
right than left on Jackson Road. 2nd house
on right
Plants Home Interior,
curtains,
quilt tops
toys,
bedspreads,
crafts

Yard Sale
Fri I Sit
Oct 15 ri 16
Corner of Woodtawn &
Pciolor
I .in-2 p.m.
(No Ear* Saes)
Cates of all WM, kned
knacks dyer rattan chair
stuffed ins, househoid
items

94 East 3 miles
Thurs. & Fn.
Rain or Shone
Iron beds. couch &
chair, electric heaters. toys. lots more

YELLOW Nape Amazon
tyr tame good talker
Call
$650 wrcage
753-7370

4 Family Yard Sale
Friday Only, Rain or Shine
641 s trGaii,,noros.

7

Frt.

7 am.-5:30 p.m.
Sat 7 a.m.-Noon
1126 Circarams Dr.
Chnstmas
Pictures
window
deco raiens
Shades luggage like
new men's & ladies
coats jackets sweaters answenng machine Ids of misc

2 Party
Carport Sale
222 S. 11th St.
Lot of everything pic

Frt. 8 a.m.4 p.m.
Sat a a.m.-3 p.m.
641 N. lo 464 w. right at
T. 3rd right attar T..4
miles dorm Cain Rd.,
on right.
Rath or Shone
)(Idler stuff, canning
equipment. comp/ler, stew PcycieS. NYS* tact.
xey car' arid 'amass

Friday 9-5
Sot. 7-12
W,nter cornea (cocrts
sweaters) weight
bench. dew stand
bicycles baby rtems
lompis tots more oiso
some free /erns

On 200'1 mile oft 121
436-2128 day
436-5648 night

Household Sale
Moving Overseas

121 South.
Fairview Acres

to Paris
Road.
Sat. 10-16-93
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Furniture and whatnots
Cash Only

Frt., Oct. 15

1506

3 Party
Garage Sale

on

Murray

2122 Smarm's! Dr
Rain or Shine
Fri 7 r.m.-7
Oct. 15
margin clomps tutry carat
0 12 mos I saes moo pay
aoment
per as Oen
comas al ano apt UM
tetras dryw portabe do
tioasto. smal woHarces de
tow'w ere no Mors
C..insenes decor la much mon

759-1768

VERY nice 2br 2 bath duplex appliances furnished
central gas ha Northwood
Dr $475 mo 1 month de
posit. 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

YOUR
AD
COULD
28R duplex with carport
BE
Lease No pets Refer
$4 25 / m o
ences
HERE
753 7457
CALL
NEW super spacious 2br
wooded
quiet
in
duplex
, 753-1916
area 753-4573

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
106/. flif
All breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

370

MULES Pair of Belgium
mare mules over 16
Hands matched perfect
Call 354 6705 after
7 30pm

2BR apt with garage with
automatic door opener dis
posal dishwasher w d
hookup 753-7688 days
759-.4703 nights

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap access+
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hirldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113

3BR house. with 16'424
finished building in rear
gas central ha low utilities
quiet residential Circararna
subdivision Stove refnger
ator dishwasher washer &
dryer furnished issamo
lease & deposit required
Call 753 8809

HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI
CIDE Recognized safe &
effective by US Center For
Veterinary Medicine
against hook round &
tapeworm in dogs & cats At
feed & hardware stores

4 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Garage
Sale

Sale
Our Father has gone lo
a nursing home Siell
ing land house trailer
household
all
and
items dishes cook
ware washer & dryer.
and 2
stove retr
freezers All household
furnishings guns anti
40 Jim
(ues over
Beam type coil bottles,
welding equipment old
and new tools old airs
and old bottles old iron
I tern• of all kinds
No
otter
reasonable
refused

15

•I'MAS

Real
Estate
ROBERTS Realty Callo
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651, Syca
ore and 12th St

ACREAGE for sale also
will lease or rent 753 1300
after 'pm 489 2116

3BR 2 bath beck on quiet
street oft College Farm Rd
nicely landscaped new
carpet *2400 detached
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
garage Many extras such
NOW, No dovinpayment on
as garage door opener
Miles material below
garbage disposal garbage
market construction & h
compactor dishwasher
nanong Call Miles Homes
oak cabinets Immediate
today 1 800 343 2884 est
possession
502 251 2709 251 2713
BUSINESS building on
BRICK ranch dbr 2 bath
large lot 641 South Small
1226 screened deck oft
down and monthly pay
large kitchen new root
ments immediate posses
equipment tool shed Ap
sion 753 3690
pro. 3 5 acres fenced for
KOPPERUD Realty has horses or cattle Ott Bethel
buyers waiting to purchase Church Rd 5 miles north
homes all price ranges If east of Murray 759 4947
after 6pm Reduced to sell,
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
NiCE 3br brick large living
ous and professional
room large kitchen 2 full
agents at 753 1222 or stop
baths utility room 2 car
by office at 711 Main St
garage large patio on 1
acre lot with natural gas
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey central air city water
Bel Air
Center
$66 000 437 4855 after
502 7 5 3 SOLD
5pm
1 800 369 5780

KENTUCKY Lake, Water
front Bargain, $19 900
Near Paris Landing 1 6
acres on beautifully
wooded secluded cove
Low taxes low crime mild
year round climate, Prost
gious new lakefront dose
lopment perfect for
vacation retirement home
Exc financing Must see
call now 800 858 1323
Woodland Acres

DISCOUNT parts depend
able service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat 10am 3pm

A 4 Corn
1962 TR
rc e,tvelS not
vertible
driven in 4yrs $700
436 2429 6 8pm

1977 CHRYSLER CorJole
beige low mileage
2dr
DUPLEX lots for sale o
5; XXX miles Sell cheap,
trade several to choose
from on Deiguid Road all 753 5216
city utilities available Start 1979 CAMARO, 1985 Ca
ing at $11 800 each Owner
Ilac E Idarado both in malt
financing available Call condition 436 2799
753 7668 days
1985 CELEBRITY Euro
MOBILE home lot in Scenic Sport 759 4449 after Spin
Acres near East Elemen
1985 MAZDA DLL: del...ie.
tary School city water
120x132 $3850 Call 4dr air 753 4938
753 7668 days
1987 CITE VY Cau.ce auto
WOODED lot 500 South a c V 6 runs and uoks like
11th St 100ft wide 75h new high miles Call Frank
deep reuduced $6900 fort 502 875 1844 or
502 875 4050 (dealer)
753 7549
homn
For Sale
3BR 1 bath bock home
2100. sq h electric wal
heat window air lo
85'x160'905 Fairlane Dr
$60 s 753 3793 1311
P artier

1987 FORD LTD Crown
Victoria 302 V 8 dark blue
on blue loaded all power
new tires super nice
52500 obo Phone 15021
875 4050 (dealer)
1991 TOYOTA 4 wheel
'Irvin red auto air, 23 XXX
759 9841
-

KEN'T.UCKY LAKE PROPERTY SELLING AT PUBLIC AUCTION !!

MINI TRACTS AND HOBBY FARMS

PUBLIC AUCTION))
(

FIVE PROPERTIES IN SIX PARCELS
PARCELS RANGING FROM 11 ACRES TO 118 ACRES
WALKING DISTANCE TO KENTUCKY LAKE WATERS EDGE

i 340+
ACRES

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23,1993
10:00 A.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

NEAR NEW CONCORD, KENTUCKY
8 MILES NORTH WEST OF PARIS LANDING
From Murray, Ky Take Hwy 121 South To New Concord. •
roceed Northeast 1.7 Miles On Hwy 444 To Sulphur Buttak;
Rd Then East 2,4 Miles To Propertyll Signs Posted"

,
....ea

Mobil.
Pa For Sale

:If
,

THERE IS AN ABUNDANCE OF
MARKETABLE TIMBER
THE PROPERTY IS FLAGGED

'PLIANCES. w/c1
aw underpinning
wiring & floor
5 3 4 8 0 2 or
business

R central HA
$5000
:es
R 171 bath all
antral tea, utility
led 759-1713

SPECTACULAR SETTINGS OF NEW CONCORD
10

rE

runners gut
nspouts plastic
iver and central
with all of our
les The best at
prices Dinkins
nes Inc 2427 E
to, Paris TN
•4891 Champ
ngle Lot Dealer
eth America
iS Meter Poles
mg in mobile
Inc services 200
100 arnp $325
xder or buy your
1 stock One of
aasts largest &
lerships of qual
energy efficient
ured homes
ibid. Homes Inc
79E Paris TN
4891
HOME LOANS
3me financing
I newer from
e financial corn
as fast trendy
al for an applica
today ,
-8204
ante for sale or
65. 2br, 1 bath.
tigerator & air
$4000 obo
868 days
with 2 be near
le Call 436-2032
message

;SIFIED

SCENIC • QUIET • RELAXING
A SPORTSMANS - OUTDOORSMANS HAVEN
DEER • WILD TURKEY • SMALL GAME
SPRING FEED PEBBLE CREEKS
FABULOUS BUILDING SITES
OPEN MEADOWS AND WOODED ROLLING TERRAINS
MINUTES FROM CYPRESS BAY AND PINE BLUFF
•

DON'T LET THESE FINE
OPPORTUNTTlES PASS YOU BY!!

PARCEL THREE IS IMPROVED WITH A NEW
32X50 TOOL SHED , A MOBILE HOME HOOK UP
AND A NEW WATER WELL
BEING OFFERED IN TRACTS INDIVIDUALLY WITH SALES
MANAGEMENT RESERVING THE RIGHT TO OFFER IN COMBINATIONS!!
i 7--

PURCHASE TERMS: The Successful Purchaser Will Be Required To Make An Earnest
Money Deposit Of 20% Of The Purchase Price
In Guaranteed Funds And Sign A Real Estate
Purchase Contract The Day Of The Auction
With Full Balance Being Due In 30 Days

r. .

CASH IN WHILE INTEREST
RATES ARE DOWN!!

MORE THAN Jig AN AUCTION!!
A FANTASTIC LOCATION
ONLY MINUTES NORTHWEST
OF PARIS LANDING

Although All Materials In This Advertisement Are Obtained From
Sources Deemed Reliable, The Auctioneer, Real Estate Broker And
Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee Expressed Or Implied As
11°
To The Accuracy Of The Information Herein Contained. It Is For This
Reason Theat The Prospective Buyers Should Avail Themselves The -t
Opportunity To Make Inspection Prior To The Auction. All Announce
r
meets Day Of Sale Take Precedence Over All Advertisement-.
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FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY
502-623-8466 — FAX 502-623-8885
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
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'988 BUICK Park Avenue. 1993 DODGE Caravan
ale owner.can.exceilent V•6. 11,XXX miles,
:ondition, leather and $14.000 753-7516
DOWIN seats loaded. white.
ed interior, 4 door. V6.
,,to 88 XXX miles $7150
'59 1604
989 CAVALIER Chevy
aFi XXX moos grey, ac
eosin Cam arid leave mes
lge 753 6465
390 GRAND AM, loaded
ts2 8660

Vans
ton
fLo...././..E van
o•
very de
.ory good
sell Best
-c
k•ave
'Ai.El-1 ma,i van
- ntr $35(i0
`r.O9 ator 5orn

1978 CHEVY 1 ion flatbed
•adralic lift (Tommy Gate).
very good condition
901 243 3961
1981 FORD F250. high mileage 435 4435

Services
Mend

Campers

Vele
1088 FORD F250 pckup.
V-8. FI, auto, pi, pt, dual
tanks, radio. white wteue
interior clean and runs
great, $5000 Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer)
1990 CHEVY Silveradis
piu loaded, 69.XXX miles
maroon. $9750 1984
Grand PRA with bucket
seata, am/fm cassette,
61 XXX miles, $2750 Call
753-7975

JEEP Specializing in Used
Pans Jackson 8 Son Jeep
1984 GMC 4x4, sharp' Parts hwy 77, Talladega,
$4500 753 7516
AL 35160 In Watts
1986 CHEVY S-10 truck 1-800-445-7835 New and
with shell, original owner, Used Jeep Replacement
70,XXX miles, pis. pits auto Parts
*cid, amlm stereo, excel510
lent condition 436 2990
CsoPert
1987 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup.
excellent condition Call
Stan 762-3721 leave 978 33 CAMPER good
-.ame number 6 message condition $4200 Call
436 5099 after 5pm

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, October 16, 1993 - 10:00 a.m.

Farris Auction House
Location: Tri-City, KY. Intersection KY Hwy*. 94 & 97
ITEMS FROM THE ESTATES OF CHARLES RAMSEY OF
MURRAY & MR JESSE LATLMER OF HAZEL, KY.
This Auction Includes, Many Nice Tools, Hardware,
Furniture, Antiques, Collectibles and Guns...
Very Nice Sofa, Recliner, Dining Table w/4 Chairs, Bedroom
Suite. Deck & Lawn Furniture, Concrete Lawn Items, Cooking
Utenicls, Glassware, Office Chair, 21' Color TV, Stereo w/
speakers. Figurines, Books, Framed Prints, Quilts, firnm Film
Equipment. View Finder w/cards, Milk Cans, Lanterns, Portable 19' Color TV., Like New Murray 12.5 HP Commercial 38"
Riding Mower, Lawn Chief8 HP 30" Riding Mower,Power Line
IIP 32- Riding Mower, 4.8 two wheel trailer w/rarnp (road
ready). Many Nice Hand Tools & Power Tools to include Skill
Saws, Jig Saws, Vibrator Sanders, Hand & Power Planes,
Craftsman Table Saw, Drill Press (Variable Speed), Bench
Gnnders, Brinkley Airator Seeder,24"8 HP Snow Blower,Shop
Vice, Weedeaters, Ashley Wood Furnace, Andirons and More...
GUNS:20ga. Model 1148 Remington Automatic w/case, 30 cal.
Short Barrel Carbine,.30.06 Springfield Model 740 Remington
Woodamaster, .22 cal. German Made Pistol.
This Auction Includes Many Well-Made Knives & Many More
Shop Tools & Lawn Items Than Listed

AUCTION
FARRIS
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Richard Farris - Apprentice Auctioneer
'The sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149
(502)4924796
Hazel. KY
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take
pri-cecionoe ewer-all printed matenlk

1 A A-1 Hauhng, use Vornmeg, use remora& deeming out sheds. Mos,& odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
inateMation, repast. replacement 750-1515.

1983 TRAVEL Iroise. 30I1,
with all the extras Al 1A al around mowing &
Des trimming I light haul436-2799
ing Call 436-2528 ask tor
lAerk.

BACKHOE Service • ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways. hauling,foundations.
etc 759-4664.

1979 31FT Aestrearn, 1978
Chevrolet Suburban 464
Wil sel together or separate 753-0114

Al, AL'S hauling, yard BACKHOE Service, complete bundstions Nisbet
work, tree removal, mowMasonary
phone
ing. Free estimates
1986 RANGER 373 bass
492-8516. D Pag•r
759-1683.
boat with Evinrude XP-150
762-7221
outboard, Johnson 12-24 Al TREE Service Stump
trolling motor. 3 depth fin- removal and spraying Free BOB'S Plumbing Repair
ders, Ranger cover, many estimates 753-0906 ear Service Al work guaran753-1134 or
more extras, garage kept, 5prn, 759-9816, 753-0495 t••d
436-5832
$9250 759-9113
ALPHA Buiklers CarpenBOAT & camper storage try, remodeling, porches, CARPET and vinyl retalia753-4509
roofing, concrete, drive- tion and repairs Glen Bob-ways, painting, mainte- be,. 759-1247
nance,etc Free estimates CARPORTS for cars and
489-2303
trucks Special WEIS for
ANTK)UE refinishing, fur- motor home boats RVs
Available becimitc
niture repair 8 custom and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
woodworking 753-8056
Oct. 1st private boat
value Roy Hill 759-4664
storage stalls 11 ft.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
C
6 D HOME Repairs Call
wide - 30 ft. deep,
Factory trained by 3 map(
manufacturers All work 753-9669
10x10 ft. overhead
and parts warranted Ask CHIN Chlm Chimney
door.
lot Andy at The Appliance Sweeps has 10% senior
Taking
Works, 753-2455
citizen discounts We sea
reservations now.
chimney caps and screens
APPLIANCE SERVICE
435-4191
$51:00.-12 mo.contrad
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
$5,Stmo.-6 ma contract
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- COUNTERTOPS, custom
$604nontNy rate
BOBBY Homes, trailers, offices
perience
Wultf's Reaavery, Murray
HOPPER 436-5848
436-5560

Bat
at Lea 1t 1:111

753-4408

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm

PECANS FOR SALE
The pecans are in the tree in the front
yard. The apple tree is in the backyard.
Along with the pecan tree comes a three
bedroom,two bath brick west of Murray
State University. There is a sunken
family room and a formal living room
with fireplace. Good neighbors are a
plus.

Call Bob Rodgers at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492 (MLS #5195)

Public Auction

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses for
that fall Call for free estimate 753-9873
DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

bakes
Oland

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling. vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052

THE Gutter Co Seamless
Memnon gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sited Estimate available
759-4690

HALL'S Services Toilet
Nod, WWor tauces. and
other handyman wore Free
estimates References
evadable Cal 759 9689

TYPING

ADVERTISEMENT
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgiain for
mica al colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LAWN mowing & leaf
mulching Coleman Bene
het 759-4564
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets furniture
Commercial or residential
Free estimates 753-5827

Re

papEWS Tartu

SuCTIOS

your present home')
We can move your
furniture
8
appliances along i•ie

other

scripts etc $1 50 page
759 9660

On
Demo
of sa
On
In 1
ish al

household

products

Residential &
Commercial
Service

TYPING Serviou Available
to businesses arid individuals Provides professional
quality reasonable rates
next day service Spelling
and minor grammatical cot
recbons provided free Call
753 4821 9-5 MS

HANDYMAN will do plumb
ing, electrical carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
HAVE you had Breast im
plant Surgery" Call Flora
Stuart attorney for tree
legal
advice
1-800-7323178 No fee
unless you win THIS IS AN

Editing

Too
days

Moving, Rearranging

In
was
In I
Cy, w

Experienced if refer
ences available

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 912,1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530
WANTED light hauling
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753 2772 or
753 2320
WINDOW 8 door repair
Repair re screen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt service

Call 753-0775 for tree
estimate If no answer
leave message

ahead
In
Leagu
In 1

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

NBC
lion; t
In I
mel ct
to the

In I
persor
power
In 1
trams
In I
at age
In I
at
agOlD
ial kil
the P
Athle
won I
the p

LICENSED for electric and
gas 7537203

WOOD WORKS

MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492 8723

44'5.064i n6

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SANDBLASTING trailers
truckbeds, equipment
metal furniture, anything
made of metal, prompt service Call 753-8756

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references_ 436-2701.

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484

TOt

Actor
the T
Andel
Singe
Thu
thing!

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hu,
,y. 94 West
•j
• firellIr.

•

v2 SUN
G000 E

CUSfOIA KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG

40i% Ai
TON

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

/1- •

SOB SUNBURY - MURRAY (B•nind Bunny BroxaCi
753- 5940

•

Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, October 23rd, 1993 at 10 a.m. at Mrs. Velma Andrus
home on Park St. in Hardin, Ky. Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.
Nice old footed base -lamp - 2 gal. churn with lid & dasher - old lamp
tables - couch & chair- recliner - nice large post bedroom suite - old
bookcase &bot
--iks - stereo -4 drawer chest. whatnot & what not items
• piece bedroom suite -hand painted table lamps - 5 tier round table - ,Id qu,lts bedspreads - blankets - marble top lamp table - pole lamp old treadle sewing machine base- oak dresser base -other old dresser
bitse • 2 drawer chest - arm school desk - sleepy eyed doll - apartment
";17e' eleCtr1C cook stove • small chest freezer - stove - refrigerator .Teakflist set - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans -some old glass
& china - shaker set - small stone pitcher - red vase - metal kitchen
kerosene lamp - flat iron - electric heater.- BB gun 'miter
r!o'71et
'land saw - tool box - electric motors - hide stretchers - yard
hw•-•-; • hand & garden tools - misc. items.
Real F:statc: three bedroom -one bath - large living room - dining
room - t -hen --Two hardwood floors - storm windows & door.. t.v.
n.s:de storage - mature shade on double lot.

Terms on Heal Estate: 2041 down selling price day of auction.
days with passing of deed.
This auction held jointly with

Wflson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson, Broker
South 12th St. in Murray, Ky. 753-3263
and

435-4144
Dan Miller Auctioneer
- Auctioneers

Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auction held rain or shine. Lunch available. Not responsible for
accidents.
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays-

Absolute Auction Sale
With

900 a.m•

No Reserve

Saturday, October 23 • 900 a.m.
9:00 a.m.!
900 a.m.!

BLOOD RIVER

900 a.m.!

BOAT DOCK

ii-i.'s,n tracts next to Panorama Shores Subdivision.

Personal Property ,
'to riiies east of Murray, KY on Hwy. 280. From Murray
94 Faqt .3 miles to Hwy. 280, turn right and go 7 miles to
slte
To Be Offered In Tracts And Then In Combination
FttACT 01 Boat dock and 25 acres, approximately 400 ft. lake
frontage, 22 boat slips,office and fuel pump.Several camper hook-up
.pots
TRACT 02 Camper trailer and 130x150' lot
TRACT 13 1 4 acres (344.x180.)
TRACT 04 1 acre (164'x270')
i'l(Act 05 Manager's office & living quarters, garage & storage
ha,ld:ng
PRACT 06 Camper trailer and lot
riz.v-r
Camper trailer and lot
TRACT SA 10 acres
1.RACT k91 10 acres
Open House Sunday, October 17 • 1 to 4 p.m.

*7

Or By Appointment By Calling Selling Agent
There are several trailer rental spots on this property with all leases
expiring pnor to January 1, except 2 and those expire Feb. 22 and
Apnl 15. Many details about this splendid property will be finished
when you attend ()pen House.
Personal property will include a tractor and miscellaneous equipment and some furniture.
Me Williams is selling this property due to health reasons. He is very

ill and asks that you contact the auction company for details.
rm s: Real Estate -201 down day ofsale with balance on delivery of
deed within 30 days. Personal property - cash or check day of sale.
,nrnrrn•on, rentetned hentn
deri•id from cohabit sourer and is damned W bo corroct.
rrt frocrontord and deo. not conciliator • pan a••Abesipaint contract sad is Air
,11111 Welled MIMIC
ly Announcements made dal agar %AS promeabore 0011
rAorna tkamal

11,

C.W. Shelton
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
C.W. Shelton - Broker & Auctioneer
921 Haymarket Drive, Mayfield, KY
Phone (502)217-13M3 or Toll Free 14100-155-586

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY,OCTOBER 15,1993

1For your personaliz.ed daily Jeane Dixon horoscope:- based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE assignment shows off your true talNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ents. You have a lot to offer in a
Good luck stems from being in the leadership role.
right place at the right time. Your
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
love of the outdoors will take you on Minor mistakes or travel snags
at least one spectacular trip. annoy, but your sunny persistence
Romance intensifies during the win- pays off. Your timely phone calls
ter holidays. A bold career decision and last-minute handling of details
you make early in 1994 will bring produce first-class results.
new financial rewards. Common
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
sense helps you control a potentially figures add up in a financial partnerexplosive situation next June. You ship or credit matter. Key support
win a major victory!
for a work project becomes availCELEBRITIES BORN ON
able. You will get what you ask for
THIS DATE: pitcher Jim Palmer, if you use a direct approach.
automobile executive Lee Iacocca.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov: 21):
movie director Penny Marshall, You may have too much tension or
actress Linda Lavin.
sensitive information bottled up
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Be inside. Trying to sort things out
deferential to an influential person alone- is burdensome. A trusted ally
you encounter at a social-gathering:- srands ready to help.
New contacts will help open previSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ously closed doors. Exercise tact to 21): Let go of secret resentments or
avoid hurting loved one's feelings.
a need to control others. Your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): prospects brighten when you listen
Unexpected news could throw you. to other people's opinions with an
Do not overdo your concern - a open mind.
solution is at hand. A group's efforts
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
progress nicely: Success is in sight. 19): Tend to much-needed home
Sound the retreat from materialism.
repairs. but think long and hard
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): As before acting on another financial
you reach out, people line up to sup- matter. Love and romance enjoy
port your plans. You land a special highly favorable influences.
bargain. A reuniof with an old
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
chum boosts your spirits. Dance or Your concepts have real power now.
talk the night away!
Study, travel and written communiCANCER (June 21-July 22): cations yield rich rewards. Your
Your clever financial ideas impress charisma and persuasiveness are
someone in authority. You could compelling:
strike a too-good-to-be-true deal that
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
turns out just great! Romance is Rushing could prove costly. Lerothintriguing. Avoid promising too ers speed by while you calmly use
much too soon.
your intelligence to get where you
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You get are going. A romantic or festive
a sudden opportunity to save or earn evening lies ahead. One-on-one relaextra money. Seize it! A novel tionships are favored.

EXERCISE
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

01D HE
010 HE 1
DM HE i
DID ME Iii
DID HE T

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Qaality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960

3111(13;.
11 vme flicat
.:

• 10/
tr,
-40

Dixie

fr

753-MEAT

Center
U S D A Choice Top

TODAY'S CHILDREN will be very creative and possess excellent
taste. Some of the greatest painters of all time were born under this sign.
Count on these sincere and loyal Libras to do the correct thing. Typically,
they will respect authority unless they feel that those in charge are being
unjust. Lively conversationalists, these outgoing Libras handle themselves
well in social and business situations. They can spot a phony a mile off but
will mask their distaste by being extra polite.
'To order a resised and updated cops of None Down's hest-selling hook "1 esterda!, Toda) and I-ores •
er Ho Astnilop, Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Ptan.- send 911.95 plus SI postage and kindling
to Dtion, lit,Andres, and %Merl. P0 130% 419242. Kansas City MO 64141 Make chei.ks pasable to
'
'
4 Andress, and Mckleel

You'll- need us one day...
Even if you are away from home all day, you Can still enjoy a
WELCOME WAGON'visit. Call me, and let's work out a time.
As a Welcome Wagon Representative, I call on new U.S. citizens, brides-to-be, new parents and movers with a basketful of useful
gifts, coupons for FREE gifts, and information you can use. Absolutely
FREE, and no strings attached.
I'd like to call on you - and will, when we can set a date and
time that's convenient. It's a friendly visit and you'll learn where to find

what you need.
Please call WELCOME WAGON*. A Tradition of New Beginnings' . . for over 60 years.

WELCOME WAGON'

Hostess Kathryn Cultand 753-3079
INTERNATIONAL. INC
Hostess Ingeborg Kim 492-8348

Sirloin Steak
U S D A Choice

Beef Brisket
Loin End

Pork Roast
Center Cut

Pork Chops
U SD A Choice

Flank Steak
Platter Style

Bacon

$3.99
$2.89
$1.69
$2.99
$6.19
$1.59

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

We have Genuine Columbo Brand Sour
Dough Bread & Rolls from San Francisco.
Mon -Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat 9 a m -5 p.m

"Quality and

Service are #1"
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LOOKING BACK

Today is Thursday. Oct. 14, the 287th day of 1993. There are 78
days left in the year.
Highlight
Today's
in
History:
On Oct. 14, 1960. the idea of a Peace Corps was first suggested by
Democratic presidential candidate John Kennedy, before an audience
of students at the University of Michigan.
On this date:
In 1066, Normans under William the Conqueror defeated the English at the Battle of Hastings.
In 1890, Dwight Eisenhower, 34th president of the United States,
was born in Denison, Texas.
In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt, while campaigning for the presidency, was shot in the chest in Milwaukee. Despite the wound, he went
ahead with a scheduled speech.
In 1933, Nazi Germany announced it was withdrawing from the
League of Nations.
In 1943, the Radio Corporation of America completed sale of the
NBC Blue radio network to businessman Edward J. Noble for S8 million; the network was renamed the American Broadcasting Company.
In 1944, during World War II, German field marshal Erwin Rommel committed suicide rather than face trial and execution as a traitor
to the Nazi regime.
In 1947, U.S. Air Force Captain Charles E. Yeager became the first
person to fly luster than the speed of sound when he tested a rocketpowered research plane, the Bell X-1, over Muroc. Calif.
In 1968, the first live telecast from a manned U.S. spacecraft was
transmitted from Apollo Seven.
In 1977, singer Bing Crosby died at a club outside Madrid, Spain,
at age 73.
In 1990, composer-conductor Leonard Bernstein died in New York
at age 72.
One year ago: In Russia, Andrei Chikatilo was convicted of 52 serial killings; he was sentenced to death. The Atlanta Braves defeated
the Pittsburgh Pirates and the Toronto Blue Jays beat the Oakland
Athletics to win a trip to the World Series. American Rudolph Marcus
won the Nobel Prize in chemistry; Georges Charpak of France won
the physics award.
Today's Birthdays: Former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop is 77.
Actor Roger Moore is 66. Former White House counsel John W. Dean
the Third is 55. Fashion designer Ralph Lauren is 54. Actor Harry
Anderson is 41. Actor Greg Evigan is 40. Golfer Beth Daniel is,37.
Singer-musician Thomas Dolby is 35.
Thought for Today: "We used to do things for posterity, now we do
this for ourselves and leave the bill to posterity." - Anonymous.

Ten years ago
Kendall, Oct. 6
A special committee was given
Twenty years ago
the go-ahead last night to prepare
Ralph Bailey of Orlando, Fla-,
a bid proposal for possibly is conducting workshops at MurS100,000 in computer equipment ray Art Guild.
Ike and Tina Turner will
for Calloway County Schools at a
meeting of Calloway County appear in concert on Oct. 27 at
Board of Education.
Murray State University
Roderick Reed, teacher for Fieldhouse.
Dolly McNutt, mayor of PaduMurray Head Start, is featured in
a story by Staff Writer Charles cah, spoke on "Women in Politics" at an open meeting of Delta
Honey published today.
Rcita Moody of Murray, chapDepartment of Murray Woman's
lain at Western Baptist Hospital, Club.
Paducah, spoke on "DevelopmenMr. and Mrs. Joe Lassiter were
tal Stages of A Woman's Life" at married for 60 years on Oct. 12.
a meeting of Murray Business
Births reported include a girl to
and Professional Women at the Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Armstrong,
lake cottage of Betty Lou Hill. Oct. 6.
Births reported include a girl to
Rena Balentine was installed
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reinhardt, as worthy matron and Edgar
Sept. 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Brown as worthy patron of
Steve Lamb, Oct. 2: a girl to Mr. Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order
and Mrs. Tony Thompson and of Eastern Star.
boy to Mr and Mrs. Kevin C.
Thirty years ago

Murray Fire Chief Has 11
Robertson made an appeal this
morning for residents of the .ity
to discontinue burning ot lea“•s
until the city has a good rain It
has been 32 days since it rained
here.
Danny Kemp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Kemp, was named as
winner of the Talk Meet held at
the meeting of First District Farm
Bureau. He will attend the Kentucky Farm Bureau Convention in

Robert 0. Miller, Frank Lancaster, George Weaks and Phil
Mitchell were elected as new
officers of Young Business
Men's Club at a meeting held at
Faxon Schgol. A meal was served
by members of Faxon Mothers
Club.
Lucille Ross
as named as
Business Woman of the Year by
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club.
Blackwood Brothers Quartet
skill present a concert on Nov. 3
at Kirksey High School. This is
being sponsored by Parent-

November at Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Boyd
were mamed for 50 years on Oct.

12,
Mrs. Myrtle Jones directed a

Teacher Association.
Mr. and Mrs. H.F.

Starks and
daughter, Nancy, of Eldorado,
Ark., have been the guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Urban
Starks. .
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. T.N. Erwin, Oct.
12

program on "Missions" at a meeting of Women's Society of
Christian Service of Bethel,
Brooks Chapel and Independence
Methodist Churches at a meeting
held at the parsonage at Alum.
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DEAR ABBY
DEAlt ABBY -Confirmed Bachelor- wn,t.• to tell %oil that fus.sister
wlinted him to gist. her :OA .1% at her
wedding. but the tamily lit her
groom-to-be didn't vv.itit him there
because he was ga% You ad% ised
him

hut
.iaay
I have a different suggestiom
-Continued Bachelor- may he
died with this broodier-on-law fiir the
rest of his lite. and a‘onding his
ter's wedding is noi w a% too build
tll vv if
,
h het- %%1'111

familial relationships What if hi,
went to the %%voiding anti was gracious and by mg too all concerned,
preying that any fears and prejudices are unfounded'
It.% and large, pronounce
based
on tgoopar.o ted I hodie‘r that

moAt people. can be won over by a
loving presence. Very few people
who believe. homosexuality is
incompatible with the worship of
God have worshiped side by side
with lesbians or gays.
I think "Bachelor- has a golden
opportunity here Change doesn't
happen overnight; it might take a
long time, but he can show his mettle and attempt to open communication with his new family - or confirm their idea of his-mappropnateness by not participating in the
wedding worship service.
Either way, it's going to be tough
for him I wish him well and
promise him that not everyone in
the church is against him
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Ytttir IS. was an A-I bonus for
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Anon% mous. and told ine alt ait it reliance on a higher pia%ei \1i II I
Vkas 14. and not read% I,.
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I III1.111%
;Minuted my first mitt ttut. iii 19'
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and I lust had ms sixth btrifitia% oot
.111.•
abstinence from hinge
prolzrain was a large reason ton liv
entry IMO the' 1111111,try
touch aIth rlly 11%\ ii higher i‘i•%%.
Thanks for planting in it -t'.-..l It
has I rut', liiis.% ed
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education
the problem She is, prt•ssuriiii•
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CALVIN and HOBBES

DEAlt ('ONFt'tin:1): It's much
easier to get into a marriage

ieart t
ip
3tion

I-Ony or, Ofnak V\ele,1

than to gel out of one. And
cheaper, I00.1 More important,
if she really loved you, she
wouldn't even consider marrying anyone else - much less
dating him. Call her bluff. I
doubt very much if she will
leave you - but if she.does, you
could be lucky.

get you out Just s-crean, ,
we're 5e1t,e9 c lose

hop
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DID HE MISS ME?'
DID HE THINK ABOUT ME ??
MD ME WONDER ABOUT

WHAT AM I DOING??
I HAVEN'T SEEN HIM

ME'!'?

YOURAND FOCUS ON SOME ONE ELSE FOR A CHANGE!

STOP OesESSING ABOUT

DID HE WORRY ABOUT ME ??
DID HE TRY TO CALL ME ??

(WHO
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SHE

WEARING ??
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IF I HAP A
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printing
19 Note of scale
20 Asian ox
21 Actors Pitt
and Doman
22 Proofreader's
mark
24 Synopses of
plays
25 Arrow poison
26 Approaches
27 Icelandic
writings
29 Apportion
31 Imitate
33 European
finch
37 Soak, as flax
38 Walks wearily
42 Agave plant
45 Story
46 Streisand
film
47 Pigpen
48 - a la mode
49 Hostelry
50 Deface
52 Meadow

53 Dine
55 Certain M 0

111.10' are rnI11111011

platelet count can be.
srvi•ral disorders. muluding
caused
acute and chronic infections iron deli
eicm cantvr. .111(1 l'XI•1”..siv.. loss of
hluuud Prinoar thromhocythemia. a
disease ol the bone marrow is a seri
ous disorder icausing an overabun
dance ol platelets, thal requires treat
ment with anti cancer dnigs. such as
tadrovviirea. even though this afflic
l ion lc not itself cancerous
Judging from your question, the
oncologist believes you have primary
Ifirnnilmii•Ownilii and he quote prop
crl% is i•litisIdering Itmering your
platelet count ail h appropriate thera
treatment is to
I'' "the purpose tit
:aimt the consequences I mentioned.
esperially hemorrhage
11 your platelet count remains
below :i011.111111 you probably can forego

treatment Therefore, you should fol
hive the doctors advice about how
often to monitor your condition and
‘k het her therapy is necessary
Iii give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Donations and
Iteport Blood
Disorders Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 25 plus a
long, self addressed, stamped enve
lope to P1) Box 2433. New York. NY
inifd lie sure to mention the title.
DF:A14 DK GOTT I suffer from Ire
intent respiratory infections and have
been diagnosed with bronchiectasis
and pulmonary fibrous scars Is there
any new treatment for either disease'
I'm a 41 -year old black female and
have had a lung biopsy and bron

choscopy I've also found that my

niece has sarcoidosis and wonder if
this could be inherited
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41 - deco
43 Spielberg ID
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1 Buddy
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15 Hoover 16 Depression
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24 Salty
28 Male sheep
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36 Hindrance
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Lancie Morris

Stock Market Report
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Harry Henderson Erwin

Lancie Morris, 84. of the Lynn Grove community, died Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Volunteer Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Williams Chapel
Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 22, 1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Elbert Morris and Emma Kelso Morris. One sister.
Mrs. Dallis Miller, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jessie Armstrong Morris- to
whom he was married on Dec. 24, 1927; three sons, Marlon
Morris and wife, Virginia, and Max E. Morris and wife, Shirley. Murray, and Kelvin Morris and wife. Carolyn. Mayfield;
two sisters. Mrs. Cheuie Pippin, Meridian, Miss., and Mrs.
Louie Potts, Dresden, Tenn.; one brother, A.D. (Dude) Morris,
Water Valley, Miss.; seven grandchildren; 1.0 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. James Thomason and Ed Davis will

••
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Murray Shrine Golf Tournament

4-Person Scramble
Saturday, October 16
Sullivan Family Center, North 16th Street

25

per person

Cash Prizes & Drawing For Cash
$1000 Cash For -lit Hole-In•On

On Hole CB

Burial will follow in Beech Grove Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m.
tonight (Thursday).

Mrs. Kathleen Boggess, 71, of Rt. 3, Murray, died today at
12:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Elmo Boggess, died in 1987. She was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Born April 6, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Steve Duncan and Elsie Jones Duncan.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Vicky Cleaver and husband, Darrell, Rt. 1, Almo; one son, Mickey Boggess and wife,
Carita, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Silcox and husband,
Ray, Freemont, Ohio; her mother-in-law, Mrs. Clemmie Boggess,
Rt. 3, Murray.
Also surviving are six grandchildren, Michael Boggess and
wife, Rita, Mark Boggess, Mitzi English and husband, Scott,
Mona Boggess, Pfc. Trellis Alan Jourdcn and Adam Robert
Jourden; three stepgrandchildren, Sherri Lamb, Terri Lamb and
Brad Cleaver; two great-grandchildren, Justin Boggess and
Kristin Boggess.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
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Shotgun Start Morntrig and Afternoon

Call (502)753-8474
For More Information
III no answer, leave • asage)
Proceeds Go To
Murray Shrine Club

Harry Henderson Erwin, 93, of Farris Avenue, Murray, died
today at 4:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of First Baptist Church, American Legion
Woodmen of World Camp 592, and American Association of
Retired Persons.
His wife, Mrs. Myrtle Erwin, died Jan. 31, 1990. Born Sept.
19, 1900, in Hickman County. he was the son of the late Harry Stuart Erwin and Cora Edna Seegraves Erwin.
Survivors include a sister-in-law, Mrs. Nannie Lou Usrey,
Mayfield; one brother-in-law, J.E. Johnston, Lone Oak; three
cousins, Leland Blackshare, Rector, Ark., Howard Erwin, Vancouver, Wash., and Linda Lou Hines, Springfield, Ore.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Neal J. Thompson

Officiate.

Mrs. Kathleen Boggess

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

I I

DEATHS

$36.00-311.11111
1334.10-33101

IS 1-3 13111 1011 111,
LU 1.3 )104110
boars 11111.1041all

Funeral rites for Neal J. Thompson are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood is officiating and Mrs. Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Hugh Massey, Kerry Irvin, Keith Fain, David
Burris, Crit Allbraten, Keith Covey, Fred Kemp and Marty
Futrell.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Thompson, 50, of Wiswell Road, Murray, died Tuesday
at 10:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Wanda Greenup Thompson,
to whom he was married on June 26, 1964.
He was a member of the United Methodist Church and was
active in Ducks Unlimited.
Born Dec. 30, 1942, at Puryear, Tenn., he was the son of
the late J.W. Thompson and Louise Gillahan Thompson.

Mrs. Josephine Dyer Shroat
Services for Mrs. Josephine Dyer Shroat are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
C.C. Brasher and the Rev. Jack Jones are officiating.
Pallbearers include L.A. Sykes, Joe Dyer, Bob Futrell and
Shan Mastera. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Shroat, 74, of South 13th Street, Murray, died Tuesday
at 9 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born Dec. 20, 1918, she was the daughter of the late William Dyer and Laura Phillips Dyer.
Survivors include her husband. Jack Shroat; one daughter,
Mrs. Jacqueline McCarty, and one son, Nelson Shroat, Memphis
Tenn.; three sisters. Mrs. Maud Scott, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Allene
Weaver, Florida, and Mrs. Verble Russell, Mayfield; two
brothers, Brown Dyer, Greenville, Ala., and Hilman Dyer,
Murray; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Mark David Harris

* WAREHOUSE TIRE *
400 Industrial Rd.

753-1111

Every Simmons Maxipedic & Beautyrest

NT.IN nt

Our

The funeral for Mark David Harris will be today at 3 p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Phillip
Mann will officiate.
Pallbearers are Jimmy Emerson, Jimmy Myatt, Alan Harris,
Gene Harris, Jeffery Harris and Rusty Harris. Burial will follow
in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.
Mr. Harris, 40, of Linda Lane, Orlando, Fla., died there
Saturday.
Survivors include his father, Robert Harris, Orlando, and his
mother, Mrs. Ruby Housden Harris, Pine Point Community of
Springville, Tenn.

Fort Campbell remembers dead soldiers

OF THE SEASON

BEST VALUE!
Simmons' MaxipediCa
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AnOversary Firm

Anniversary Extra Firm
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OUEEN 2 PC SET
KING 3 PC. SET

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
-- Four Fort Campbell soldiers
who were killed in a clash this
month in Somalia were remembered for their "tremendous acts
of heroism" during a memorial
service Wednesday.
More Ulan 1,000 family members, friends and soldiers
gathered at the post to honor the
soldiers — Chief Warrant Officers Raymond A. Frank, Clifton P.
Wolcott, Donovan L. Briley and
Staff Sgt. Thomas J. Field.
The four soldiers, who were
killed Oct. 3, were all members
of the 160th Special Operations
Aviation Regiment (Airborne).
Col. Bryan D. Brown said the
four soldiers remained true to the

unit's motto, "Night Stalkers
Don't Quit," and their names .4r;
engraved on the unit's memorial.
"From this day forward, these
four soldiers and their feat will
live in the history of the regiment," Brown said.
"The battle of Mogadishu will
be one of the great stories as
future 'Night Stalkers' are told of
the tremendous acts of heroism,
courage under incredible enemy
fire and success of the mission
through great personal risk, and
of course, of those who paid the
ultimate price."
The soldiers' families accepted
Purple Hearts, and Wolcott, Briley and Field were promoted during the ceremony.
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